
SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
ON SEMI-SIMPLE LIE GROUPS. PART lift

BY

L. EHRENPREIS AND F. I. MAUTNER

This is a continuation of Part I (see Ehrenpreis and Mautner [l]).

Throughout the present Part II, G denotes again the group of all conformal

mappings of the interior of the unit circle. In Part I we studied mainly func-

tions/^) on G which satisfy f(kgk') =f(g) for all gEG, k and k'EK, where K

is again the subgroup of rotations about the origin. In the present Part II we

shall study the behavior of functions and function-spaces on G under the

Fourier transform on G without that restriction. For this purpose it is useful

to consider for each pair of fixed integers m, ra the class of complex valued

functions/(g) on G which satisfy

(0.1) /(*rWx) = e2»i»«-/(g)-e2""*>

for all elements g of G and all rotations ke, ka through arbitrary angles 6,

i?^0, <1.
Definition 0.1. The class of all complex-valued functions f(g) on G

which satisfy (0.1) for fixed integers m, ra will be called the class of spherical

functions of type m, ra.

Our method of studying a given class of functions on G consists in first

studying the subclass of all spherical functions of type m, ra and then summing

(in some suitable sense) over m and ra. This approach is intrinsically con-

nected with the structure of G and its irreducible representations. Of course,

Definition 0.1 depends on the particular choice of the maximal compact sub-

group K. But since any two maximal compact subgroups of G are conjugate

in G, Definition 0.1 is invariant up to inner automorphisms of G.

We wish to study the structure of various group-algebras on G such as the

algebra D (with convolution as product) of all indefinitely differentiable func-

tions of compact support on G. We shall succeed in characterizing completely

the Fourier transform of D, by proving an analogue for G of the Paley-Wiener-

Schwartz theorem. Thus D will be shown to be naturally isomorphic (via the

Fourier-transform) to a completely determined matrix-algebra where the

matrix-coefficients are entire functions of exponential type satisfying simple
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functional equations. Thus we have a complete characterization of a group-

algebra of a noncompact semi-simple Lie group.

To obtain this characterization of D we study first the subspace Dmn of D

consisting of all spherical functions of type m, n contained in D. It will be

seen in §2 that for fixed m, n, the Fourier transform of Dmn consists of all

numerical entire functions of exponential type satisfying certain simple con-

ditions. We thus obtain a very well known class of analytic functions, which

can be characterized alternatively as an explicitly defined subspace of the

Fourier transform on the real line of the class 3) of all indefinitely differenti-

able functions of compact support on the additive group of real numbers.

Thus we shall obtain in §2 a very complete description of Dmn and its Fourier

transform, and also relate it to the space 2D of Schwartz on the real line.

Using the results of §2 about Dmn we shall characterize rather completely

in §3 the whole algebra D and its Fourier transform. This will enable us to

study the dual space D' of D, the space of distributions in the sense of L.

Schwartz [4] on the real analytic manifold G (see §4 below). We shall also

introduce the space E of all indefinitely differentiable functions on G (with

no restriction on their supports) as a certain topological vector-space. The

dual space E' of E is the space of all distributions of compact supports on G.

Since the convolution of any two distributions of compact supports exists,

is continuous and is again EE', hence E' is a topological algebra. It appears

to be a particularly useful and interesting group-algebra. On the one hand it

contains all integrable functions of compact supports, but also the associative

enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of G, whose great importance has been

brought out in the work of Harish-Chandra. On the other hand we shall give

in §4 a complete characterization of E' as an explicit matrix-algebra where

the matrix-coefficients are again entire functions of exponential type.

In §5 we study the subspaces Emn, E'mn of E, E' respectively, consisting

of the spherical elements of type m, n(EE, E') in more detail. This leads to

an analogue of L. Schwartz's [3] theory of mean periodic functions, in par-

ticular to an anlogue for spherical functions of type m, n, of L. Schwartz's

main expansion theorem for mean periodic functions.

In §6 we introduce the notion of two-sided mean-periodicity, which is not

restricted to spherical functions. We obtain an expansion theorem for two-

sided mean periodic functions by reducing the problem to spherical functions

and applying the results of §5. It seems remarkable that there thus exists a

three-dimensional (simple) Lie group for which an expansion theorem for

mean periodic functions holds, while the corresponding problem for the addi-

tive group of Euclidean vector space is still unsolved for dimension greater

than one.

Some remarks about notation. E denotes the space of all indefinitely differ-

entiable functions on G (this differs from the notation of Part I: the space of

all indefinitely differentiable spherical functions of type 0, 0 is now denoted
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by £00, not by E). D denotes the space of all indefinitely differentiable func-

tions of compact support on G (this differs again from the notation of Part

I). By E', D' we denote their dual spaces.

S denotes the space of all indefinitely differentiable functions on the real

line, 33 the subspace of 8 of functions of compact support; S' and 33' are their

dual spaces, so that 3D' is the space of all distributions on the real line in the

sense of L. Schwartz, 8' the space of all distributions of compact support on

the real line. For any y(x)£33 we put

(0.2) Y(s) =  f   y(x) exp [(s - -)x]dx
J -a, 2

so that Y(s) is an entire function of exponential type rapidly decreasing on

the line Ps = l/2. We denote by 3) the space of all F(5) so obtained (by the

theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz 3) is the space of all entire functions of

exponential type rapidly decreasing on P5 = l/2). Similarly 8' is defined, so

that

(0.3)   3) = image of 33 under (0.2)    and    8* = image of 8' under (0.2).

1. Preliminaries. Let g be any element of G, then g is determined by a

pair of matrices
a   B

~     8    a

of determinant 1 and g can be written as a product

cosh f    sinh f
(1-0) g = kgtk' with g{ =      . ; k.k'EK.

sinh f    cosh f

This has been used throughout Part I and will be used again throughout the

present Part II.

For any gEG and any complex number 5 we introduce as in §1 of Part I

again the operator U(g, s) acting on functions a(6) of the angle 6 by putting

(1.1) [U(g,s)a](d) = ^~Ja(gd).

We shall use again the inner products

(1.2) um„(g, s) = (U(g, s)e2rime, e2Tine) =   j       -    e2ri,n'te-2"ntd0.

Jo  L dO J

Lemma 1.1. For fixed m, ra and s the function umn(g, s) of g is spherical of

type —m, —ra in the sense of Definition 0.1 above. For fixed m, ra it is real analytic

simultaneously in g and s. For fixed m, ra awo* g, um„(gr, s) is an entire function

of 5 of exponential type^2%.

Proof. Let k# be again the rotation through the angle 1?. Then
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Umnihg, s) = (U(k0g, s)e2'imi, e2""") = (U(g, s)e2rimB, U(k», s)*e2*ine).

But U(k, s) is a unitary operator on 7,2(0 id < 1; dB) for every kEK and every

complex number 5. Hence we obtain

{U(g, s)e2rime, U(k-#, s)e2Tind) = (U(g, s)e2"im6, eS"»(»-»>) = e!""%m»(g, i).

Similarly one verifies umn(gk0, s) = e2rim9 umn(g, s).

It is clear from (1.2) that umn(g, s) is for fixed m and n a real analytic

function on the Cartesian product of G with the 5-plane, and is an entire

function of s for fixed tm, m, and g. To prove that umn(g{, s) is an entire function

of s of exponential type i2£, note that (1.2) implies that | umn(g, s) \ iuoo(g,a)

= <p(g, cr). By Theorem 1 of Part I, 4>(gt, s) is an entire function of 5 of ex-

ponential type i2£, hence so is umn(gx, s).

Remark. We shall use the following definition of exponential type

throughout, which we have already used in Part I: An entire function F(s)

is of exponential type i r, if F(s) = 0 (exp (r + e) | s \) ior every e > 0. The small-

est value of r for which this holds is the exponential type of F(s). It can be

shown that for functions F(s) which satisfy F(l/2+it) =0(1) we even have

F(s) =0(exp (r\ s\)) for this smallest value of r.

Lemma 1.2. Let g vary over a given compact subset of G and s over a given left-

half-plane. Then for all integers m, n and every positive integer q

, /| m\ + | s\ + 1 \«
|  Umn(g, S)\     i   CA -——j-:- I

\ 1  +    I  M | /
(1.3) and .    .

/m+ j s\ +iy
| unm(g, s) |  icA    ■        —j— )

\    1 +   I n\     /

where cq is a constant depending only on q and the given compact set.

Proof. It follows from (1.2) that

fT<W d  r
2irinumn(g, s) = -  I       -—   e^im"e — [e~^in9]dd

J o  L dd J dd

=   f   — \  — \ e2Tim"e> e-2ri"ed9
J o   dd IL dd J )

Cl I Vdgd~lt+X        fdgdl*-1 d2gd)
hwim   -=-        + 5   —        —^-r e^im"ee-2rinedd.

J0   I LdBJ LddJ       dd2)

Now dgd/dB and d2g6/dd2 are bounded as g remains in a compact set; hence

\dg6/dd\e±1 is bounded if in addition Rs is bounded from above. Hence

| 2rmumn(g, s)\   i  j    { | m \ c' + \s\c"}dd i c'"( \m\ + \s\).
J o
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Repeating, we obtain

(2irin)2umn(g, s)

r1 (     r<^<ns+1    rdgoi'-1 d*ge)        d
hrim   —        + 5   —        —=-} e2"'""e — (e-Ui"e)dO

Jo I      L de J Idd j     de2 j do

J'1 ( rdg01'+i        rdgOl* d2g0)
{2-wim   —        + s   —     —^-> 2irime^im<>9e-2"nSdd

o I      L de J L de J   do2)

Cl ( rdge-\'+l d2g0 rdg6-\s-2 / ci2gt9\2

r^-i"-1 cf3£9i
+ s   —        —^-> e^^'e-^^dO.

I dO J       d0* j

Therefore, as g and 5 vary as above,

(2im)2umn(g, s) ^ (2x I m \ + | 5 | )27t \m\ + 27r | m | ■ | 5 + 2 |  + | 52 — 5 + 5 |

= 4ir | m |2 + 4tt I ws | + | 5 |2 + Airm ^ c2( | »»| + | ^- j +1)2.

This proves the part of the lemma for umn(g, s) for q = 1, 2. The general q

can be treated similarly, as can u„m(g, s).

We shall also need to use the discrete series of irreducible unitary repre-

sentations discovered by Bargmann [l, pp. 620-623]. For each positive inte-

ger / let TT; be the Hilbert space of those functions a(z), b(z), ■ ■ ■ defined and

regular in the unit disc \z\ <1 for which

- I   I C1 -   |z|2)'~2| a(z) \2rdrde for I > 1,

(1.4) (a,a)t= 7_1 + €

lim- f f       (1 - | 2 |2);-2+f | a(z) \2rdrd0 for I - 1
.    «I0 TT J   J  UI<1

is finite. As was shown by Bargmann [l, p. 621]

(1-1 + «\"i
<z», zM), = 1 )    ,

hence the functions

/ 11-1 + n\v\
yn(l)z» I ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • , yn(l) - f j    j

form a complete orthonormal set in TT*. Following Bargmann we define for

each gEG an operator V+(g, I) on Hi by

(1.5) [7+(*./)<*](*)= (dgz/dz)'a(gz)

and put
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(1-6) v+m+i,n+i(g, I) = (V+(g, l)ym(l)zm, yn(l)z\

Then

V+(g, l)ym(l)zm = (~)lym(D(gz)'» = Y vn+i,m+i(g, D(yn(l)zn)
\ dz / n-0

converges in the norm (1.4). Using Bargmann's [l] inequality (9.15) which

asserts |a(3)| ^(1 — | z\ 2)~'/2||a||i, we obtain pointwise convergence for each

z with \z\ <1. Let us put at first formally z = e2ri>. Then we obtain the infinite

series

Yvn~+l,m+i(g, l)yn(l)e2^ = e-2^ym(l) Y v+n+i,m+i(g, Q^^-ftW.
n=0 n-0 ym(l)

On the other hand for z = e2rie

/dgz\l e2Til's / dgd\l

(-),.«)W- = ^(-)«—•.

But from Definition (1.2) it follows that

("7-Ye2"(m+'M = ^ «»+'.«n-'(g. IW^+w
\ dd / „_o

in the sense of convergence in the mean in L2(0i0il; dd). Using Lemma 1.2

above, it follows that the last series converges even uniformly in 9. Hence

by comparison we may conclude that it is justified to put z = e2rie in the above

infinite series for V+(g, l)ym(l)zm and we obtain

(1.7)     V„+l,m+l(g, I)   =        " Un+l.m+l(g, I),      W,  M   =   0,   1,  2,   •  •   •   J /  =   1,  2,   •  •  •   ,
yn(i)

where

ym(l)      (1-1 + m\l>2/l - 1 + mX-1'2 _ /(/ - 1 + w)!«!V'2

yn(l)  ~\      tn       )   \       n       )        ~ \(l - I + n)ltn\)

Similarly one defines V~(g, I) as in §9d of Bargmann [l]. We put for tm, m

= 0,1,2, • • •

(1 ■ 8) Vm+l,n+l(g,  I)   =   (V'(g,  l)ym(Qz">, 7-(0*">

and prove as above that

7m(0
(1.°) Vn+l,m+l(g,  I)   =  -=—" U-n-l,-m-l(g,  I)

yn(t)

for m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • ; / = 1, 2, • • •
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For I^lwe shall write

yn-i(l)/yn-i(l)        for m ^ I, n ^ I,

(1.10) comn(l) = ■ y-m-i(l)/y-n-i(l)    for -m ^ I; -ra ^ I,

0 otherwise

We shall now prove the analog of Lemma 1.2 for the v^„(g, I):

Lemma 1.3. Let g vary over a given compact subset of G. Then for any posi-

tive integer q we can find a positive number cq depending only on q and the given

compact set so that for 1=1, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ; m, ra = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • •, and g in the given

compact set, we have

|  Vmn(g, l)\    SCA ——:--
Ll + \n — l\J

(1.11) and ' '

I * r   n I <    r(1 + w + /)'T
|  »«m(g, /) I     g  CJ ——j--j       .

Ll + | w — /1_|

Remark. Lemma 1.3 is not an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2 be-

cause the wm„(l) grow too fast. Lemma 1.3 depends on the existence of the

discrete series, and shows us that the umn(g, s) ard actually very small at the

integers.

Proof. We use the above expressions of the v^n(g, I) as inner products. For

simplicity we consider only v^„(g, 1) since v~„(g, I) and Vnm(g, I) are handled

similarly.

By (1.5) and (1.6) we have

(1.12) vtn(g, I) = ym-i(l)yn-i(l) ff (~\' (gz) —««-'(l - r2Y~2rdrdO

where the integration is over the interior of the unit circle. Thus, proceeding

as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, we have

2wi(n — l)vmn(g, I)

= - ym-i(lhn-i(D —7-//(^)^2)m"'((^zn_i)) (! - r2)l-2rdrd0

= ym-i(t)yn-i(l) —^//  §""^[(7^)'(gz)m"'] (1 ~ r2y~2rdrdd

(1.13) *

- y.-A»y.-M ̂//*~ {>(-§)   £(£) W~

+ (-J (m- /)(gz)'"-'-1 — (gz) > (1 - r2)'-2rdrd0.
\ dz / d0        )
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By the Schwarz inequality,

ym-i(l)yn-i(l)- I        | z \»~l \-f-  \gz | —'(1 - r2)l-2rdrdd
ir    J J I dz

ri— i rc 2     un-D       21-2     i1'2
(1.14)     g I—-—J J 7»-;»r        (l-r)    rirdffj

r/-1 r c 2      ^z2!,   , T/2
X   ■-J J  7m-j(Z) -y-    | gz |2<"-»(1 - r2)l~2rdrdd       .

The first term on the right side of (1.14) is 1 by the definition of yn-i(l).

To evaluate the second term, call dpt(z) = (l—r2)l~2rdrdd. Then (see Barg-

mann [l]) dpi(z) = |dgz/dz\ ~2ldpi(gz). Thus, the second term on the right

side of equation (1.14) is just

By similar reasoning we obtain

I— 1 C C dgz1.     . .    . ym-i(l)
- ym-i(l)yn-i(l) —  | gz I"-'-11 z |--'(1 - r2Y~2rdrdd   i —-— •

ir    J J dz ym-i-i(l)

Now, it is clear from the definitions that

ym-i(T)        /(m-l)l(m-l-l)iyi2
-= I-)     < (m — l)1'2 < m.
ym-i-i(l)       \    (m-2)\(m-l)\    )      ~X

Using these estimates in (1.13) and the facts that \dgz/dz\ , \dgz/dz\~l,

\d(dgz/dz)/d6\, \d(gz)/dd\ are uniformly bounded for \z\ il and g in the

fixed compact set, we obtain the result for q = l. The result for q>l can be

proven similarly, since several integrations by parts on the right side of (1.13)

produce terms which can be handled like those above.

Lemma 1.4. Let p be a non-negative integer. Then umn(g, p) =0 for all gEG

if m^p and m<0 or if mi —p and m>0.

If r is an integer ^1 then umn(g, r)=0 for all gEG when m^I— r and

rn < 0 or when n i r — 1 and m > 0.

Proof. By definition of U(g, s) and umn(g, s) (see (1.1) and (1.2) above) we

have

rdgdl" .^
girimoB   =   £ Umn(g,  p)e2rint.

LwJ n

Writing again z = e2wie we have as above
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r dgz~\p

Now if m^p and | z\ ^ 1 the left side of this equation is regular in z, the right

side is by Lemma 1.2 uniformly convergent in \z\ 2*1, hence by the unique-

ness of power series umn(g, p)=0 for all gEG when w<0 and m^p. Now we

use umn(g, s) =U-m,-n(g, s) as follows immediately from (1.2) above and con-

clude that umn(g, p)=0 also for m^ —p and w>0.

To prove the lemma for rfSl, we use umn(g~l, s) =unm(g, 1 —s) which is

also an immediate consequence of (1.2) above.

We shall now make some remarks on the functional equation of umn(g, s):

By equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) of Part I, umn(g, 1 — s) = Xmn(s)umn(g, s),

where(2) for m^O and ra^O,

" j — 5 '"     7—1   —  5

(i • is) x™(5) = n .  , , - n ——
,«.!  J   —   1  + S  ,_1 J   —  S

while

X-m,n(s)   =   (—l)mXmn(s)       and      Xm.-n(s)   =   (—l)"Xmn(s)

define Xmn(s) for all values of m or n.

Assume first that | ra | S: | m |. Then

\n\ |n| 1

(1.16) Xmn(s) = +   U(j-s)   IT-r—-■
|m| + l \m\ + lj   —   1   +   5

Thus, Xmn(^ + 1)=0 if / is an integer, and \n\ >l, \m\ ?£/. Since umn(g, s) is

an entire function of s, this means that umn(g, —/) =0 whenever \m\ :£/< | ra|.

If I w| ^ | ra|, then
|m| |m| 1

x™w = ± n cy -1+*) n -—
|n| + l |n| + l    J  —  S

We find that Xmn( —1)=0 for those integers I such that |ra| ^l<\m\. Thus,

we must have ramn(/+l) =0 whenever |ra| ^/<|?ra|.

We shall also use some of the standard properties of vector- and operator-

valued integration. For details see Bourbaki [2].

Let 3C be a complete, locally convex, topological vector space, S a locally

compact Hausdorff space, p a Radon measure on S, and T a map of S into 3C.

For simplicity, we suppose that p is a positive measure, the general case being

handled by taking linear combinations. By T,M(S) we denote the space of all

complex valued bounded measurable functions on S.

We say that T is integrable (with respect to p) if

1. For any AEH' (the dual of TT), bEL„(Z)f[k-b(x)T!(x)]dp(x) exists in
the sense of Lebesgue.

(2) The product H°_i is defined to be equal to one throughout.
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Denote by Jr(b) the map A—>f[Ab(x)T(x)]dp(x) of X' to the complex

numbers.

2. For each bELx, Ji(b) defines a continuous linear mapping of X' into

the complex numbers, where X' is given the topology of uniform convergence

on the compact sets of X.

By 2. and well-known properties of topological vector spaces, we can find

an aEH such that Ji(b)(A) =A-a for all A£3C'. If we identify this a with

Ji(b), we see that b—»7T(6) is a map of T,W(E) into 77.

3. For any neighborhood N of zero in X there is a compact set C in'E and an

e > 0 such that the conditions

b E L.(E) sup | b(x) |  i e,        sup I b(x) I   i I
xEC *ES

imply JT(b)EN.

If T is integrable, we set /TJp = 7T(l).
Let {x, XJ be the space of continuous linear mappings of X into itself,

with the weak topology. We can apply the above definition to maps of S into

{x, x}, and thus define operator-valued integrals.

The standard properties of the integrals hold. In particular:

Property i. Let Xi, X2 be complete, locally convex, topological vector

spaces; let A be a continuous linear map of Xi into X2, and let T be an

integrable map of 2 into Xi. Then AT is integrable and

f ATdp = A j Tdp.

Property i is the analog of Fubini's theorem for vector-valued integrals,

and may be also used to justify interchanging orders of differentiation and

integration.

Property ii. Let T be a continuous map of S into X and let || ||y be a set

of continuous semi-norms on X which defines the topology of 77. If

/||T(x)||y(fp(x) < co for alii, then T is integrable.

When applying Property ii to operator-valued integrals, we conclude:

Let T be a continuous map of S into {x, x}. Suppose that, for each a£X,

a'GX', wehave/|a'-(T(x))(a)|dp(x)<°o. Then T is integrable.

We shall also want to use the Lie algebra © of G.

Let £ be any element of the Lie algebra © of G and r any real number.

Then exp (t£) is well defined and varies for each £(E® over a one-parameter

subgroup of G. Let g—>U(g) be any (strongly continuous) unitary representa-

tion of G on some Hilbert-space. Then U(exp (r£)) is a one-parameter group

of unitary operators, hence by Stone's theorem of the form

(1.17) U(expH)) = exp [r-U(£)]

such that U(£) is a uniquely defined skew-adjoint operator. We define in the
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usual manner the left-derivative Tj in the direction £ by

(1.18) (Tj) (g) = lim t-1 {/([exp (r{) ]g) - f(g)}
7—<0

and a right-derivative R( by

(1.19) (R(f)(g) = lim r">{f(g- [exp f>{) ]) - f(g)}.

If f(g) is differentiable at g in the sense of the real analytic structure on G,

these derivatives exist. Now let £ be any (noncommutative) polynomial with

complex coefficients in the elements of G

(1.20) £= Ycu-.Ui'--, ZiE®.

We put

(1.21) T{ = Ycn...LuLir ... ,       R( = Yca.-.R^Rij- ■ ■ •

Then

(1-22) U({) = Ycir-.U^Udi)

is a densely defined operator on the given Hilbert-space. We shall need the

following lemma, whose proof is standard and therefore omitted.

Lemma 1.5. Let £ be any homogeneous (noncommutative) polynomial (1.20)

in the elements of the Lie algebra ® of G and f(g) a sufficiently differentiable

complex-valued function on G of compact support. Then

f (Ltf)(g)U(g)dg = ± U«) f f(g)U(g)dg
J a J a

and

f (R(f)(g)n(g)dg = ± f f(gMg)dg-m).
J a J a

The right sides of these two equations exist in the usual sense of the product of a

bounded everywhere defined operator by a densely defined operator on Hilbert

space.

2. The analogue of the theorem of Paley and Wiener for spherical func-

tions of type raj, ra. In §6 of Part I we characterized the Fourier transform of

the class of indefinitely differentiable spherical functions f(g) of type 0, 0

and compact support. We shall now do this for arbitrary type m, n. But we

shall first give another proof of Theorem 8 of Part I which leads to an im-

provement of the Corollary to Theorem 8 of Part I.

Since G/K is naturally (analytically) homeomorphic with the upper half-

plane of complex numbers z = x+iy, y>0, we see that the class of all (con-

tinuous, differentiable, etc.) functions/(g) =f(gk) is in natural 1-1 correspond-
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ence with the class of all (continuous, differentiable, etc.) functions f(x, y)

defined for y>0. The Haar-measure on G/K must (by its uniqueness) go

over into the G-invariant measure dxdy/y2 (up to a multiplicative constant).

The spherical functions f(g) =f(kgk') are in natural 1-1 correspondence with

the functions/(x, y) defined for y>0 which depend only on the hyperbolic

distance of z = x+iy from the point i. One can choose the arbitrary multipli-

cative constant so that

/' C °°  /*°° dxdy
f(g)<p(g, s)dg = f(x, y)y —f

a J o   J -» y

holds for all (integrable) spherical functions of type 0, 0. Introducing the

variable r=y~1- | z — i\2 and writing/i(t) =/(x, y) one obtains for the function

FQo(s) of §1 of Part I

/oo e(*-im«q(u)du
-00

where

q(u) = f(eu + e~u - 2)

and

f(w) =   J     (t - w)-V2fx(r)dr = 2  I     fi(w + r2)dr.
J w Jo

These formulas are known and have been used by A. Selberg in his lectures

at the Institute for Advanced Study 1954-1955; see also Harish-Chandra [l ].

As f(g) varies over all indefinitely differentiable spherical functions of

compact support and type 0, 0, i.e. over the space D0o, fi(r) varies over all

indefinitely differentiable functions of compact support of one real variable

r^O which are also indefinitely differentiable from the right at t = 0. Hence

f(w) varies over certain indefinitely differentiable functions of compact sup-

port of one real variable w£;0 which are indefinitely differentiable from the

right at w = 0. However, the mapping fi(r)—>f(w) can be inverted by

1   r™ if
f,(T) =-j     (w - t)-1'2 — dw

t J T dw

which shows that the mapping /(g) —►/(«/) is a topological isomorphism of D0o

onto the topological vector space of all indefinitely differentiable (including

at w = 0 + ) functions/(w) of compact support and defined for w^O. Hence

we obtain all even indefinitely differentiable functions q(u) of compact sup-

port. Now we can apply the classical theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz

and obtain all entire functions T'oofc) = F0o(l —s) of exponential type which

are rapidly decreasing along i?5 = 1/2. This gives another proof of Theorem 8

of Part I.
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Now assume that/i(r)=0 for r>r0>0. Then the above expression for

f(w) in terms of/i(r) implies immediately that/(w) =0 for w>ro- Conversely,

if f(w) =0 for w>r0, then so is df/dw and hence also/i(r) =0 for r>ra. The

relationship between r and the parameter f which we used throughout Part I

(see 1.9) of §1 of Part I) is easily obtained by letting g? act in the upper half-

plane, gt'.z—>e2fz, in particular gt'.i—>e2H. Hence

I e2H — i 2
r =- = e2t + e~2! -2.

e2f

Thus, using the parameterization /(g)<->/(f) as described by (1.10) of §1 of

Parti, weseethat/(f)=Ofor £>fo>0if and only if q(u) = 0 foru>2£0. Now

let us apply the known relationship between the support of q(u) and the

exponential type of F0o(5) as contained in the classical theorem of Pale)' and

Wiener and we conclude that F00(s) is of exponential type 5=2fo if and only

if q(u) =0 for «>2f0, which in turn is equivalent to/(f) =0 for f>fo. This
proves

Proposition 2.0. Letf(g)ED0o and write/(g) =/(f) in the sense of (1.10)

°f §1 °f Po-rt I. Then F0o(s) is an entire function (rapidly decreasing along

Rs = l/2) of exponential type ^=2f0 if and only if /(f) =0 for f>fo-

By D we denote the space of indefinitely differentiable functions of com-

pact support on G. The topology of D can be described as follows: For any

compact subset C of G, denote by Dc the space of all functions of D which

vanish outside C; Dc is a metrizable topological vector space, and a sequence

{/,•} converges to zero in Dc if, for d any differential operator on G with

indefinitely differentiable coefficients, d/j—>0 uniformly on C. Among all

locally convex topologies that can be put on the set of functions of D, D is

given the strongest topology so that the topology induced on each Dc is the

topology of Dc. Thus, a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in D

consists of those convex sets N for which NC\DC is a neighborhood of zero

in Dc for all C. D is a complete locally convex topological vector space which

is not metrizable. D is also a Montel space, that is, the closed bounded sub-

sets of D are compact; moreover, D is reflexive.

An important step in the study of the Fourier transform on G is to de-

scribe completely the Fourier transform of the space D. The analogous prob-

lem for the real line in place of G is solved by means of a theorem of Paley

and Wiener (see Paley and Wiener [l], Schwartz [4]); the characterization

of the Fourier transform of the spherical functions of type 0, 0£D was given

by the authors in Part I of this series (see Ehrenpreis and Mautner [l]).

In order to do this for the whole space D we study first the Fourier-transform

of Dmn for fixed m and w.

Let/(g) be any locally summable function on G and put
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(2.1) (Pmnf)(g)   =     f      f  Xn(k)xm(k')f(kgk')ikdk'

where K is again the subgroup of plane rotations of G, x.m(k) =e2*ine if k is

the rotation through the angle 6, and dk is the Haar-measure on K normalized

so that fKdk = l. From (2.1) one gets at once

(2.2) (Pmnf)(kgk')   =   Xm(k)f(g)Xn(k')

for any k, k'EK and gEG. Now put

(2.3) Dmn=PmnD.

Lemma 2.1. Pmn is a continuous projection of D. Hence Dmn is a closed

linear subspace of D. It consists exactly of those fED which are spherical of

type m, n in the sense of (0.1) above.

Proof. It is easily seen that (/, k, k')—J>Xm(k)xn(k')f(kgk') is a continuous

map of DXKXK-^>D. Since K is compact, the result follows immediately

from the theory of integration of vector-valued maps (see §1 above).

By Lemma 2.1, we may give Dmn the topology induced by D and obtain

a complete topological vector space, which we again denote by Dmn, which is

easily seen to be a reflexive Montel space and of type (LF) in the sense of

Dieudonne and Schwartz [l].

Lemma 2.2. Let (B be a bounded subset of D. Then for any j>0, l>0 and

any /£(B we have

(2.4) (Pmnf)(g) = 0 [(| m |  + 1)"'( | m |  +1)-']

uniformly for fE<& and gEG. In particular, for any fED, Pmnfis rapidly de-

creasing in m and n (see Schwartz [4]).

Proof. By (1.9) of Part I or (1.0) of the present Part II, we can write

g = kgrk'. Let $ be an element of the Lie algebra of K, then the left-derivative

La and the right-derivative R# have been defined in §1 (see (1.18) and (1.19)

above). Now, since (B is a bounded subset of D, it follows that for any positive

integers 7 and / (L^R^f)(g) is bounded uniformly for gEG, fED. Thus

(2.5) sup     \(LiR»f)(g)\   iMl,j.

Then

(PmnLJRlf)(g)   =    ff Xm(k)Xn(k')(Li>R\f)(kgk')dkdk'
J   J KXK

= (im^in)' f f       Xm(k)xn(k')(LiRlf)(kgk')dkdk'
J  J KXK
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by integration by parts. Thus

(2.6) PmnLlR-lf = (im) \in) 'Pmnf.

Since (B is bounded, all the functions £<B have their supports in a fixed

compact subset C of G. It follows immediately from (2.6) that

SUp \Pmn(lJ>Rl4)(g)\    i  Mt,j-p(e)
sEG./GCB

where p(Q) is the Haar-measure of e. By (2.7) this means

sup      | m \l | n |' | (Pmnf)(g) |   i Mi,jp(e).

This proves the assertion of Lemma 2.2.

For future reference we state the following lemma whose proof is con-

tained in the above.

Lemma 2.3. For all positive integers j, I, all integers m, n and any fED, gEG

(2.7) PmnLlRlef=(im)\in)lPmnf.

Let us denote by {D, D} the space of continuous linear maps of D into

D with the compact-open topology, that is, 91 is a neighborhood of zero in

{D, D} if we can find a compact set (B of D and a neighborhood of zero SfTc

in D so that 91 contains all sE {D, D} for which 5(f)£9TC for any/£(B. It is

readily verified that {D,D} is a complete, Hausdorff, locally convex, topologi-

cal vector space. By 7 we denote the identity map of D^>D.

Lemma 2.4. The series Ym,n Pmn converges in the topology of {D, D} to I.

Proof. Let <B be a compact set in D; we must first prove that Y^mnf con-

verges in the topology of D uniformly for /£(B. Now (see Dieudonne and

Schwartz [l]) all functions /G(B have their supports in a fixed compact set

C* of G; since K is compact it follows easily that we can find a compact set

C of G so that, for all m, n and all fE<S>, Pmn(f) EDq. We shall show that the

series Y^mnf converges uniformly in Dc for /£(B. For this purpose, it is

sufficient to show that, for d any operator of partial differentiation on G with

indefinitely differentiable coefficients,

Y max  | (dPmn(f))(g) |

converges uniformly for/£(B. For any tm, m, and any k, k' EK, let tmn(k, k')

he the map of D—>D:

((tmn(k,   k'))f)(g)   =   Xm(Mn(k')f(kgk')

for any fED, gEG. Then it follows from the theory of integration of vector
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valued maps (see §1 above) that, for any /ED,

(dPmnf) =   f   f d(lmn(k, k'))(f)dkdk'.
J kJ K

Then, by the above,

6Pmnf=   f   f d[lmn(k, k')](f)dkdk'
J kJ K

=   f   f x™(k)Xn(k')d[L(k-i)R(k')](f)dkdk'
J kJ K

where L(k) denotes left translation by k and R(k') denotes right translation

by k'. Since {dL(k~1)R(k')f} k,k>cr.K.jcz($, is bounded in D, it follows, as in the

proof of Lemma 2.1, that

|   (dPmnf)(i)  I     =  «(1 +    1*1  )_2(1  +    I  n I  )~2

where a is a constant depending only on d and B. Thus,

Y  max    | (dPmnf)(g) |

converges uniformlv for fE<& which proves the convergence of /.Pmn in

{D,D}.
We must still show that 2ZFmB converges to T. For this it is sufficient to

show that, for any/ED, and any gEG, Y(Pmnf)(g) =f(g)- Now, consider the

function h on KXK: h(k, k') =f(kgk'). Since K is the ordinary circle group,

we have

(2.8) h(k,k')   =    YXrr.(k)Xn(k')hmn
m.n

where

hmn   =     f      f   k(k,   k')Xm(k)Xn(k')dkdk'
J kJ K

=   (Pmnf)(g)

because we have already shown that the right side of 2.9 converges absolutely

and uniformly for (k, k')EKXK. Taking (k, k') = (l, 1) in (2.8) we find

f(g)   =   h(l,   1)   =   Y (Pmnf)(g)
m,n

which is the desired result.

The Fourier transform on G is given as follows. Let /(g) be a complex-

valued integrable function of compact support on G. Then we know that the

integral
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(2.9) Fmn(s) =   f f(g)umn(g, s)dg
J o

exists for all integers m, ra and every complex number s. Now let v^n(g, I) be

the matrix-coefficients of the discrete series of irreducible unitary representa-

tions of G (cf. (1.5)-(1.8) or §1 above). We put

(2.10) fL(l)    =    f f(g)vtn(g, Ddg.
J a

The Fourier transform of/(g) is the triple {Fm„(s), f„„(l), f„„(l)} and we

write (3)

(2.11) £/=   {Fmn(s),f+mn(l),fmn(D},

(2.12) £„/ =  (Fmn(s)).

We shall now prove the analogue of the Paley-Wiener theorem for the space

Dmn for fixed m and ra, i.e. characterize TDmn.

Theorem 2.1. Let m and ra be any fixed integers. The following two classes of

complex valued functions F(s) are identical:

(a) The class of all functions of s which are of the form ff(g)umn(g, s)dg with

f(g) varying over Dmn for fixed m, ra.

(b) The class of all entire functions F(s) of exponential type which are

rapidly decreasing on the line Rs = 1/2 and satisfy

(2.13) F(l - s) = Xmn(s)F(s)

and

if m ^ 0,    n < 0   for    s = 0, 1, • • • , m,

ifm<0,    ra^O   for    s = 0, -1, -2, • • • , 1 - ra.
(2.14) F(s) = 0\ ,        -       J •

if m SO,    ra > 0   for    s = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m,

ifm>0,    ra^O   for   s = 0, -1, -2, • • • , ra + 1.

Remark. The functional equation (2.13) implies that

(2.14a)    F(s) = 0 for 5 = -  | ra |   +1, -|»|,---,-|w|   if   |ra|   >  \m\

and for 5 =  | ra |  +1, \n\  + 2, • • • , \m\   if   \tn\   >  | ra | .

Proof. Assume f(g)ED. From the expression (1.4) of Part I for the

umn(g, s) it follows that umn(g, s) is for fixed m, ra and g an entire function of

(3) Note that if/(g) is spherical of type 0, 0 then /*„(/) =f~„(l) =0 for all m, n and / and

Fmn(s) =0 for alii, m, n unless m, n = 0, 0 so that the present definition of £/ coincides with that

of Part I for spherical functions of type 0, 0 if we identify the matrix {Fmn(s)SmoSn0} with the

function Foo(s).
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5 of exponential type, simultaneously analytic in g and s. Also | umn(g, s) \

iuoo(g, a) =<p(g, cr), hence Theorem 1 of Part I implies that umn(g, s) is of

exponential type i2 (see also Lemma 1.1 above) where g = kgrk' as in (2.5)

above (see also §1 of Part I). Hence, /(g) being of compact support, the

integral ff(g)umn(g, s)dg converges to an entire function of exponential type.

Moreover, ii f(kgrk') =0 ior £>v then Fmn(s) is of exponential type i2v.

Since umn(g, s) satisfies the functional equation (2.13), so does Fmn(s) (see §3

of Part I and Bargmann [l, (6.23), (6.25), (6.29) and (10.27)]). Moreover

Lemma 1.4 implies (2.14). This proves Theorem 2.1 one way.

To prove the converse we assume F(s) is a given numerical valued entire

function of exponential type rapidly decreasing on Rs = 1/2 and satisfying

(2.13) and (2.14). We proceed in several steps.

Lemma 2.5. Let f(g)EL2(G) and Pmnf=f. Assume that l.i.m. ff(g)umn(g,

l/2+if)dg = F(l/2+if) satisfies s'(l-s)'F(s)EL2(Rs = 1/2, dt) for every posi-

tive integer j. Then f(g) is indefinitely differentiable.

Proof. Let A be again the group-invariant Laplace operator as at the be-

ginning^ §4 of Part I. If f(g)ED, then £A/= {s(l-s)Fmn(s), 1(1 -/)/!«,

1(1 —l)fmn(l) }■ For fixed m, n the restriction of A to Dm„ is an ordinary for-

mally self-adjoint second order differential operator Amn (see Bargmann [l,

§10c]). We now define a self-adjoint (hypomaximal) extension Amn of Amn

whose domain is a dense linear subspace of the Hilbert space PmnL2(G) as

follows: If fEPmnL2(G), then / shall be in the domain of Amn if and only if

5(l-5)7-m„(5)G7,2(i?5 = l/2, dt). We define Amnf by %Amnf = \s(l-s)Fmn(s),

l(I-DfL(l)}-
Note that since Pmnf=f, fmn(l) ^0 only for a finite number of values of /.

The operator Amn so defined is self-adjoint hypermaximal densely defined on

the Hilbert space PmnL2(G) and AmnDAmn. By hypothesis s>(l—s)iFmn(s)

EL2(Rs = 1/2, dt) and since/^,(l) =0 for almost all /, the Plancherel formula

for L2(G) restricted to PmnL2(G) tells us that there exists a unique element

/yGPm„72(G)_such that £/y = {s'(l -s)'Fmn(s), l>'(l-lYfL(l) }■ Hence by the

definition of Amn we see that /is in the domain of Aim and/y = Aim/for every

j = 0, 1, 2, • • • . This implies that/(g) is indefinitely differentiable as follows:

For ypEDmn, we have (Aim/, ^) = (/, A'mnyp). Given any integer r>0 there

exists an integer _7>0 and a Green's kernel $y of class C such that SyA'

= AI'$y = 7 on Dmn- Now fj=A>fEL2, hence is the second derivative (in the

sense of distributions) of a continuous function, hence /=$y/y is of class

C^-2. (A similar argument is carried out in detail in L. Schwartz [4].) This

proves Lemma 2.5.

Remark. Lemma 2.5 can also be proved using the Fourier inversion

formula for G by showing that A can be applied under the integral sign. This

can be demonstrated e.g. by using the theory of integration of vector-valued

maps (see Bourbaki [2]).
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We shall now complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let E be the space of all

indefinitely differentiable functions on G and Emn=PmnE.

We are given a function F(s) belonging to the class (b) of Theorem 2.1 for

fixed m and ra. We conclude first that there exists a unique element /(g)

EPmnL2(G) such that 2/= {%(s), f+(/), f-(/)} where the operator %(s) has

for each complex 5 the matrix coefficients F,,,(s) = 8limSrnF(s) and the operator

f±(/) has for each integer />0 the matrix-coefficientsf%(l) = o)im8vnF(—l)um„(l).

Thus f±(/) has for each / only one nonvanishing matrix coefficient tn, ra and

for this m, n the function /„„(/) vanishes for almost all /, as follows from the

definitions. Also F(l/2+it)EL2(Rs = 1/2, hi). Hence using (2.3), the Plan-

cherel formula for G (and §3 of Mautner [4]) we see that { %(s), f+(/), f-(/)}

are in the range of X where at the moment X is considered to be a unitary

mapping defined for the whole of L2(G) (cf. Mautner [4]). Thus there exists

an element/(g) EPmnL2(G) such that Xf= { %(s), f+(/), }~(l)}. By Lemma 2.5,

f(g)EE, hence f(g)EEmn.
By Bargmann [l, p. 613, formulae (6.22)] there exists an element £i in

the associative enveloping algebra such that the operator £/(£i, 1/2+it) as

defined in §1 (see (1.22) above) satisfies

(2.15) Ufa, 1/2 + it)e*'iMI = (M - 1/2 - U)*'«*-»:

Thus the element £J* satisfies

,  m 2xiM)

U(£x,s)e
(2.16) "

= H(M -j+1- s)e2Ti<-M-m)e for Rs = 1/2 and m > 0.
j-i

Similarly there exists an element £2 such that

n t,i2ft
U(t2, s)e

(2.17) »
= II (N + J - 1 + s)e2'iiIf+n)> for Rs = 1/2 and n > 0.

i=i

Now let h(g) ED and again 3C(s) =fh(g) U(g, s)dg. Put a(g) = (Lgh)(g), b(g)

= (R$a)(g), c(g) = (Ri7h)(g) and e(g) = (L£c)(g). We write %(s)=Ja(g)U(g,

s)dg, (S>(s) =fb(g)U(g, s)dg etc. Then Lemma 1.4 implies for Rs = 1/2

(2.18) 21(5) = U(£, s)X(s),        (S(s) = %(s)U(&, s) etc.

Hence, combining these formulas we get for the matrix coefficients Apq(s),

Bpi(s)> • ■ •   of the operators 21(5), (&(s), • ■ •

m

APq(s) = U(p-j+l- s)Hp-m,t(s),

(2.19) '-1
n

BPQ(s) = Jl(q-n + j-l + s)AP.q-n(s).
i-l
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Hence

m n

(2.20)        Bpq(s) = JI (P ~ j + 1 - s) II (q - j + s)Hp_m,q_n(s).
i-i i=i

Similarly

m

(2-21) Cpq(s) = TJ (q + i - s)IIP,q+m(s)
J=l

hence

m n

(2.22) £P9(5) = TJ (? + j ~ s) II (P - j + 1 - s)Hp-n,q+m(s).
i-i )=i

These formulas hold for Rs = 1/2 by Lemma 1.4. However since h(g)ED,

so are a, 6, c and e, therefore Apq(s), Bpq(s), ■ ■ ■ are all entire functions of 5.

Hence (2.20), • • • , (2.23) hold for every complex number s. We have thus

proved

Lemma 2.6. Let h(g)ED. For any non-negative integers m and n put a(g)

= (L£h)(g), b(g)=(Ri«a)(g), c(g) = (R^h)(g) and e(g)=(L?lC)(g). Then

77pq(s), Apq(s), ■ • • are related by (2.19), • • • , (2.22) for every complex number

s and all integers p, q.

We shall assume at first that m, m^O and n^m. Suppose first that/(g) is

such that

(2.23) F(s) = 0 for 5 = 0 - 1, -2, • ■ • , -m.

Write

Vmn(s)   =   II (j ~  S)(j -1+5)       Jl      (J-S)
j= 1 J=W+1

n m

= n u - s) n u -1 + s)
i-i      i=i

so that F(s)/rjmn(s)j=F(l—s)/r]mn(l—s). Thus, by the known result for D00

(see Proposition 2.0 above or Theorem 8 of Part I) there is an h(g) ED0o with

I   h(g)uoo(g, s)dg = 7'(5)/r;m„(5).

As in Lemma 2.6, call b = R^L^h. Then it is clear that b(g)ED, and, by

Lemma 2.6 we even have b(g)EDmn. In addition, b(g)=f(g) because both

have the same Fourier transform 7^(5). This concludes the proof for the case

K^mSiO as regards functions F(s) satisfying (2.24).

Let us note the following: D is dense in L2(G) so, by applying Pmn, we
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see that Dmn is dense in PmnL2(G). The matrix coefficients umn(g, I) (1 = 0, —1,

— 2,-..,—m) are real analytic linearly independent functions on G. There-

fore, they are linearly independent over an arbitrarily small open subset of G.

Thus we can find indefinitely differentiable functions qo(gr), • • • , cjm-ife) of

arbitrarily small supports in f, so that

J qi(g)wmn(g, j)dg = 8^,      i, j = 0, 1, • • • , m - 1.

We write Qi(s)=fqi(g)umn(g, s)dg; since qi(g)EDmn, each Q((s) is an entire

function of exponential type which is rapidly decreasing on Rs =1/2. The

exponential types of the Qi(s) may be made as small as we want.

For an arbitrary F(s) as above, call

m-l

F(s)=F(s)- YF(-i)Qi(s).

Then there exists f(g)EEmnr\L2 satisfying Xof=F(s). Also F(s) satisfies

(2.24), so, by what was proven above, / is of compact support, i.e. fEDmn.

But, fie) = f(s) + ?~*?Jn F(—i)qi(g) because both members of this equation

have the same Fourier transform. This proves that/(g) EDmn. This completes

the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case ra^wSiO. The cases m^m^O and

m, ra^O can be handled similarly.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we consider the case m^O, ra <0,

— ra^raz; the other remaining cases are handled similarly. Suppose F(s) be-

longs to the class (b); then it follows immediately from (2.15a) and (2.15b)

that F(s) =0 for s=n + l, • ■ • , 0, 1, • • ■ , m. Thus, if we set

m —n

vmn(s) = n o' -1 + s) n o' - *),
)=1 J-l

we have, as before, F(5) =X0LgR^h where hED00 is defined by

H(s) = F(s)/r,mn(s).

Since L^,R([nthEDm„, this concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 2.1. /(g) =f(kgfk') EDmn vanishes for £^v if and only if F(s)

is an entire function of exponential type t^2v, i.e. v is the smallest number such

thatf(gt) =0for all£^v, if and only if 2v is exactly the exponential type of F(s).

Proof. If (m, ra) = (0, 0), the result is proved above (see Proposition 2.0).

It follows immediately from the Lemma 1.1 that, for arbitrary (m, ra), if

f(g) =0 for f ^v then F(s) is of exponential type S2v. Let (m, ra) be arbitrary.

Then, from the known result for (0, 0) and the fact that, if h(g) ED00 vanishes

for f ^v then also Pm<£?*h(g) *Pon^2 vanishes for f ^v, we deduce as in the

proof of Theorem 2.1 that if F(s) is of exponential type ^2v, and satisfies
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(2.24), then/(g) =0 for £^v. Finally, we note that if F(s) does not satisfy

(2.24), then using the above result for functions satisfying (2.24) and the fact

that the functions qi(gr) introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1 may be as-

sumed to have their supports in an arbitrary small neighborhood of 0, we

deduce easily the general result.

We have seen in §1 above (Lemma 1.1) that umn(gi, s) is an entire function

of 5 of exponential type i2$. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1

and Proposition 2.1 we have

Corollary 1. For each f >0 and all integers m, n the function umn(gx, s) is

an entire function of s of exponential type precisely 2f.

As another immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and the well known

property of the exponential type of a product we have

Corollary 2. Let fi(g)EDmn and f2(g)EDnp. Suppose fy is the smallest

number such thatfj(gr) =0for all f>fy. TVzeM fi+ta is the smallest number such

that (fi *f2) (gt) = 0 for all f > ft+f2.

Theorem 2.1 characterizes completely the set of Fourier transforms of the

functions of Dmn. Denote by XoDmn the set of all Xof for fEDmn, so XoDmn is a

vector space, and Xo is a one-one linear map of Dmn onto XoDmn. We give

XoDm„ the topology to make Xo a topological isomorphism, and we obtain a

topological vector space which we denote again by XoDmn. For any »>0we

call Dvmn the space of those fEDmn where/(g) =0 whenever g = k0grke, tz^v.

Thus, Dmn is the inductive limit of the spaces D"mn ior v integral. Denote by

XoDvmn the space of all Xof, fEDvmn- In order to describe the topology of

XoDm„, we shall first describe the topology of XoDvmn. Since j£0D^m is metriz-

able, it suffices to describe the convergence of sequences.

Theorem 2.2. Let {Fy} be a sequence in XoDmn- A necessary and sufficient

condition that Fj—>0 in XoDvmn is: For any polynomial P, PFj—*0 uniformly in

some strip about R(s) = 1/2.

Proof. For each /, set fj = Xb~1Fj. Suppose first that /,•—»0 in Dvmn. Then

for any r, Ar/y—>0 uniformly on G. From this it follows immediately that

5'(1  - sYFj(s)   =    f A'fj(g)Umn(g, s)dg -» 0
J a

uniformly on R(s) = 1/2. Thus, for any polynomial Q, Qfj—>0 uniformly on

R(s) = 1/2. By Proposition 2.2 we can find a v' such that all Fj are of ex-

ponential type iv', it follows easily from a theorem of Phragmen and Lindelof

that QFj-+0 uniformly in any strip about R(s) = 1/2.

Conversely, suppose that, for any polynomial Q, QFj—>0 uniformly in

some (hence any) strip about R(s) = 1/2. For each j, if min (m, n) ^l>0, set

ft(l)=Umn(l)Fj(-l), while if min (-tn, -n)^l>0,setfr(l)=wmn (l)Fj(-l);
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for all other choices of m, ra, /, set ff~(l) =0, ff(l) =0. It follows that for each

*,/r(0^o,/r(/)^o.
Now, set fj = Xo~1Fj. Then (see Harish-Chandra  [l], Mautner [4]) for

5 = 1/2+**

/,-(«) = f     Fi(s)(umn)*(g, 5)5/ + y (21 - DfUvivLng, D
J R(s)-l/2 I

+   Y (2/  -   i)fl(D(Vmn)*(g,  Q

where bt = t tanh 7r/c£/, dt being the usual Lebesgue measure. Since | umn(g, s) \

g 1 for all g, R(s) = 1/2, we see that

I f Fj(s)umn(g, s)*ds -» 0
I J RM=XI2

uniformly in g and even, for any r,

L'f Fj(s)(umn)*(g, s)8s\
I J R(s)=l/2 I

= \f s'(l-sYFj(s)(um„)*(g,s)8s   -+0
IJ r(»)=i/s

uniformly in g. On the other hand each v+mn(g, l)EL„(G) since they are the

matrix-coefficients of unitary representations. Thus, for any r,

Ar[ Y (21 -  l)f+(r)(v+mn)*(g, D +  Y (21 ~  l)f7(t)(Vmn)*(g, o] - 0

uniformly on G. This proves that, for any r, Ar/y—>0 uniformly on G, which is

the desired result.

For any v>0 denote by Dvmn the space of all F(5)E£oDmn which are of

exponential type ^2v. The topology of Dvmn is defined by the countable

number of semi-norms

SUp       | 5rF(5) |

OSflsgl

for r = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Thus Dvmn is metrizable. Denote by 33 the ordinary

Fourier transform on the additive group of real numbers of the space

33 = 33(—oo, oo) of Schwartz of all indefinitely differentiable functions of

compact support defined on the real line, and make the change of variable

s-+l/2+is (see (0.2) and (0.3) above). The space Dvmn is a closed subspace of

D, hence Dvmn is complete. Now, by Proposition 2.2 we have D'mn = XaDmn for

every v>0.  Moreover, by Theorem 2.2 above, the topology induced by
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XoDmn on Dmn is exactly the topology defined on D^n by the above semi-

norms. Thus (see Dieudonne and Schwartz [l ]) XoDmn is the inductive limit

of the space Dvmn for v integral.

For each v>0 denote by 3D" the space of all FE%> of exponential type

Hv, with the topology induced by 3). We know (see Ehrenpreis [3; 4]) that

35 is the inductive limit of the spaces SD" for v integral. It follows from the

definition of the topology of Dvmn, that Dvmn has the topology induced by 3).

Thus, by the definition of the topology of an inductive limit (see Dieudonne

and Schwartz [l ]) it follows that the topology of XoDmn is stronger than the

topology induced by 3).

On the other hand, if 91 is a convex neighborhood of zero in XoDmm, then

denote by 911 the set of FE£> for which [F(s) + F(l -s) ]/2£9L It is clear

that 9R is convex and, by Theorem 2.2 and the results of Ehrenpreis [3; 4],

A/7^3)" is a neighborhood of zero in SD" for each v. Thus, 9TC is a neighborhood

of zero in 3). Clearly <3tt,r\XoDmm = 91. We have thus proved

Theorem 2.3. The topology of XoDmm is that induced by the space 35. 7m any

case, the topology of XoDmn is stronger than that induced by 3). 7m regard to se-

quences and bounded sets, the topology of XoDmn is that induced by 3).

The classical theorem of Paley and Wiener was stated for Z2-functions of

compact support rather than indefinitely differentiable functions. In our case

the description of the Fourier transform of the space of all 72-functions of

compact support on G, which are of fixed type m, n is an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 2.1 and Proposi' oi 2.2 above. Indeed, on the one hand

the indefinitely differentiable functions/(g) of type m, n which satisfy/(gf)

= 0 for f^fo are dense in the space of L2-functions of type m, n for which

/(gf) =0 for f>fo. On the other hand the entire functions F(s) of exponential

type < 2^ which rapidly decrease on Rs = 1/2 are dense in the space 7,2( — oo

<t< oo ; t tanh 7r tdt) oi entire functions of exponential type <2f; this dense-

ness is preserved if one restricts oneself to functions F(s) which satisfy the

functional equation (2.14) above.

3. The analog of the Paley-Wiener theorem for D. In §2 we characterized

the Fourier transform XDmn of the space Dmn for fixed m and n. We now pro-

ceed to do this for the whole space D. First we need

Lemma 3.1. Let us choose for each m, n anfmnEDmn. Suppose that for some v

(independent of m and n) we have fmnEDvmn for all m and n. Suppose in addition

that, for any polynomial Q in two letters, and any integer j 2:0 we have

sup   \Q(m, n)(A'fmn)(g) \   < <x>.
0 ,m,n

Then Yfmn converges in D.

Proof. Let # denote a suitably normalized element in the Lie algebra of G

in the direction of K. Then for any m, n, we have clearly (Lifmn)(g) =mfmn(g),
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(R#fmn)(g) =nfmn(g). By making a suitable translation, if necessary, we may

assume that we can find a neighborhood of 1 in G such that for no m, n does

the support of fmn(g) intersect this neighborhood.

Now, it is clear that the series Yfmn defines a continuous function / of

compact support which vanishes inside of the fixed neighborhood of 1. In

order to show that the series Yfmn converges in D, it is sufficient to consider

the operators d/df, Ld, and R#. Now (see Bargmann [l] formula (4.19)) by

subtracting a suitable combination of L# and Rd from A we obtain an operator

A' which is a second order differential operator in d/df only, whose coefficients

are real analytic functions of f for f > e. Now, for the definition of L. Schwartz's

topology of the space 33 on the real line the powers of any second order

differential operator with real analytic coefficients may be used in place of the

powers of d/dx, as is easily verified. It follows that the topology of 23 (outside

the given neighborhood of 1 in G) can be described by the operators A', Ld

and R#. The above implies that for any p, q, r>0 the series

£sup | [(A')PLoRofmn}(g)\
a

converges. This proves that /,\fmn converges in D which is the desired result.

By similar reasoning we deduce

Lemma 3.2. Let v>0; suppose that for each m, ra we have a sequence fpm„ of

functions in Dmn. Suppose that for each polynomial Q in two letters and each j,

sup   | Q(m, n)(^fin)(g) -> 0.
g,m,n

Then Yfmn-^0 in D.

Theorem 3.1. The following two spaces of matrix-valued functions Fmn(s)

of one complex variable s are identical:

(a) All Fmn(s) of the form fof(g)umn(g, s)dg as f(g) varies over the space D

of indefinitely differentiable functions on G of compact support.

(b) All matrix-valued functions Fmn(s) which are (i) for fixed m and ra con-

tained in XoDmn; (ii) of exponential type ^v, where v is independent of m and ra;

(iii) for any polynomial Q in three variables

(3.1a) sup < sup    \Q(m, n, s)Fmn(s) | >   < =o,
m,n     \Rs = \/2 )

(3.1b) sup < sup     | Q(m, n, l)fmn(l) \ \  < oo
m,n     ((=1,2,... j

where^), for 0</gmin (m, n) we define /+„(/) =comnFm„(—l), we define /"„(/)

(4) The o),„„(/) are defined in (1.10) above.
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= 03mnFmn( — l) for 0</<min ( — m, —n), and for all other values of m, n, I

we define fmn(l)=0.

Thus the algebra D (with convolution as product) is isomorphic to the

algebra of all matrix-functions Fmn(s) satisfying (b) (with matrix-multiplica-

tion as product for each s).

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, Ym.n Pmnf converges to/ in the topology of D.

Also if f(g)=f(kg{k')=0 tor  $>v/2, then

(Pmnf)(g)   = jj Xm(k)Xn(k')f(kgtk')dkdk'   =   0 iOT   f >   v/2.

Therefore by Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, Fmn(s) is of exponential type

iv, noting that

(3.2) J   f(g)Umn(g,   S)dg   =  J (Pmnf)(g)Umn(g,  s)dg.

Thus Fmn(s)EXoDmn- This proves that if f(g)ED then conditions (i) and

(ii) of (b) hold for Fmn(s). To prove (iii) i.e. (3.1) we observe that for any

polynomial Qi of two variables and any 7=0, 1,2, ■ ■ •

(3.3) sup | Qi(m, n)Ai(Pmnf)(g) \   < «
m,n,ff

was proved in §2 above (see Lemma 2.2). Now for Rs = 1/2 we have

\umn(g, s)\ il and for 1 = 1,2, 3, •■ ■ we have l^mntg, l)\ =L because these

are unitary matrices. Moreover the support of (Pmnf)(g) is contained in a

compact set independent of m and n. Hence for any integer j

Qi(tn, n)s'(l - s)'Fmn(s) = Qi(m, n)  I A'(Pmnf)(g)umn(g, s)dg.
J a

Hence by (3.3), supm,„,KS=i/2 | Q\(m, n)sj(l —5))7'm„(5)| < oo. Moreover for any

7=0, 1,2, • • •

Qi(m, n)l\l - lYjlnd) = Qi(tn, n) j A''(P-*/)(«)»t.(*, l)dg.

Hence

sup < sup I Qi(m, n)l'(l - l)'fmn(l) \ >   < «.
m,n     (i=l,2,...,min(|)n|,|n|) J

This proves that the class (a) of Theorem 3.1 is contained in the class (b).

Now given Fmn(s) satisfying the conditions (b), then for fixed m, n we

apply Theorem 2.1 and obtain a unique function fmn(g) EDmn such that

Xofmn = Fmn(s) for this fixed m, n. By (b) condition (ii) all Fmn(s) are of ex-

ponential type iv where v is independent of m and n. Hence by Proposition
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2.2, all/m„(g) have their supports contained in one compact subset of G which

is independent of m and ra. Now set

(3.4) fL(g)   =   Yfmn(l)(vln)*(g,  0(2/  -   1),
I

(3.5) f~n(g)   =   YUndKvlnng,  t)(2l  -   1),
I

(3.6) /2(g) = JFmn(l/2 + U)(um«)*(g, 1/2 + it)8t.

If Qi is any polynomial in two variables, then

(3.7) sup   \Qi(m,n)b'fmn(g)\   < °° for each/= 0, 1, 2, • • •
m,n,g

follows from (3.1) and the fact that

(3.8) | A''wmn(g, s) |   =  | 5'(1 - s)'umn(g, r) |   £  | 5'(1 - *)'| for Rs = 1/2.

Now

min   (| m\ ,|n|)

(3.9) /1(g) = E (*L)*(g, l)ftn(D(2l - 1)
l-l

therefore

min (I m|, |n |)

(3.10) |/-(«)|=S Z \fmn(D\-(2l-l).
l-l

Now for any polynomial Q2 in two variables we have by (3.1b)

Qt(m, n)f+nn(D = 0(m~2)

uniformly in /. Therefore using (3.10) we conclude

Q2(m, n)fmn(g) = 0(1) uniformly in g.

Similarly for any/ = 0, 1,2, • • •

(3.11) Q,(tn, n)(AJfL)(g) = 0(1) uniformly in g.

By the Plancherel formula for G (or rather the corresponding Fourier inver-

sion formula) we have

/mnU)   = fmn(g)  + fmn(g)  + fmn(g).

Hence combining (3.7) with (3.11) and Lemma 3.1 we conclude that for any

.7=0, 1, 2, • • •  the infinite series Yfmn(g) converges in the topology of D, be-
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cause all/m„(g) have their supports in one compact set. Therefore we obtain a

function/(g) GD such that/(g) = Yfmn(g) and (Pmnf)(g)=fmn(g). Hence by

definition of 27 we have

27/=    {Fmn(s),fmn(l),fmn(l)},

hence in particular Xof = (Fmn(s)). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We remark that as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain

the

Corollary. Let s be any fixed complex number, but S9^0, +1, +2, • • • .

Then the Hilbert space L2(0 id < 1; dd) is irreducible under the operators U(g, s)

as g varies over G.

On the other hand if 5 = 0, +1, +2, • • • then there exist proper closed

invariant subspaces; as a matter of fact L2 (O^0<1; dd) is not even com-

pletely reducible in this case.

In §2 we described the topology of 27oDmn for each m, n; we shall now

derive a similar result for D. We denote by XoD the space of all matrix-

valued functions Fmn(s) of the complex variable 5 which are of the form Xof,

ior fED. From (2.11) and the Fourier inversion formula for G, we see that

37o is one-one. We give 27oD the topology to make 27o a topological isomor-

phism and obtain a topological vector space which we again denote by XoD.

For any v>0 we define Dv as the space of all fED such that/(g) =0 whenever

g = kegtke>, f^o; 270D" is the space of all Xof, fEDv. D is the inductive limit

of the spaces D" for v integral. We shall describe first the topology of the

spaces 27oD"; since Dv is metrizable, it is sufficient to consider sequences.

Theorem 3.2. Let {F'mn} j=i.2f... be a sequence in XoDv. A necessary and

sufficient condition that Fmn—*0 in XoDv is: For any polynomial Q in three

variables,

(3.12a) sup <  sup     | Q(m, n, s)Fmn(s) \ > —> 0,
m,n      UJs=l/2 J

(3.12b) sup \   sup     I Q(m, n, l)fti(l) \ \ -» 0
m,n     1.1=1,2,... ;

where the f^i are defined in terms of the F'mn as in Theorem 3.1.

Proof. For each/ set f' = Xf1F'mn. Suppose first that F'mn—>0 in 27oD, i.e.

/'—>0 in D. Then from Lemma 2.3 it follows immediately that, for Qi any

polynomial in two variables, and any integer p^O

Qi(m, n)PmnApfi-*0

in D uniformly in m and n. (3.12a) now follows by Theorem 2.2. On the other

hand, for 1=1,2, ■ • • , min (\m\, \n\), \vmn(g, I)\ iI because the matrices
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are unitary. Thus, by using the above and

Al   -  DVfmn(l)   =    f (APPmn/)(g)vL(g, l)dg
J G

we deduce (3.12b) immediately.

Conversely, suppose that the Fmn satisfy (3.12a) and (3.12b). We define

fmn(g),fml(g), and/^Xg) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Using (3.8) we deduce

immediately, for Qi any polynomial in two variables

I V    (0) 3 I

(3.13) sup   | Qx(m, ra)A fmn (g) | -* 0        for p = 0, 1, • • ■ .
m,n,s

Using (3.10) and (3.12b) we deduce that, for any polynomial Q2 in two vari-

ables,

l ±i       i
sup   | Q2(m, n)fmn(g) \  ->0
m,n,ff

and similarly,

(3.14) sup   | Q2(m, n)APftn(g) \ -» 0 for p = 0, 1, • ■ • .
m,n,Q

On the other hand, by the Fourier inversion formula for G, we have

; (0) j +; — i
•tmnf J mn      I    J mn    i    fmn.

Using (3.13) and (3.14) and the fact that all/1' lie in D", we deduce from

Lemma 3.2 that/'—>0 in Dv, which is the desired result.

For any v we define the space D" as consisting of all Fmn(s)EXoD such

that for all m, ra, Fmn(s) is of exponential type ^2v. The topology of Dv is

defined by means of the semi-norms

sup       | Q(m, n, s)Fmn(s) \ + sup   | Q(m, n, /)/„„(/) |
0±=Rs^l,m,n m,n,l

for any polynomial Q in three variables. As an immediate consequence of

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we have

Theorem 3.3. XoD is the inductive limit of the spaces D" for v integral >0.

Corollary. For any fixed so the mapping f^>(Fmn(si)) is a continuous map-

ping of D into the space of all rapidly decreasing matrices amn of complex num-

bers with the topology defined by the semi-norms supm,„| Q(m, ra)amn|, for any

polynomial Q(m, ra).

Proof. For 5o on the line Rs = 1/2 it is an immediate consequence of Theo-
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rem 3.2 that for any v>0, f—^(Fm„(s0)) is a continuous map of D* into the

space of rapidly decreasing matrices with the above topology. It follows from

Theorem 3.3 and the results of Dieudonne and Schwartz [l] that this map is

continuous on D.

For an arbitrary so, if/GD", then, by a theorem of Phragmen and Lindelof

(see Titchmarsh [l]), if

sup < sup   | Q(m, n)F'mn(s) \ >  i d
m,n     \Rs=i/2 )

for some polynomial Q, then also

sup | Q(m, n)Fmn(so) \   i d exp (| <r — 1/2 | )
m,n

where <r = Rs0. It follows thus from Theorem 3.2 that/^(Fm„(50)) is continu-

ous from D" into the space of rapidly decreasing matrices with the above

topology. Then, as above, the map is continuous on D.

4. Distributions on G and their Fourier transform. Let D be again the

space of indefinitely differentiable functions on G with the topology of L.

Schwartz as defined in §2 above. By D' we denote the space of continuous

linear complex valued functions defined on D. Thus D' is the space of dis-

tributions in the sense of L. Schwartz on the real analytic manifold G. We

use on D' the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of D, the

so-called "strong" topology for linear functions. For fED and WED' we write

(4.1) f-W = W-f

for the value of W at/. If w(g) is any measurable locally integrable function

on G we identify it with the distribution W defined by

(4.2) W-f-   f w(g)f(g)dg.

We define PmnW for any WED' by putting

(4.3) PmnWf=   W-Pmnf

and observe that if Wis of the form (4.2) then PmnW-f = f((Pmnw))*(g)f(g)dg,

where PmnW was defined in §2 above. Thus in this case the two definitions of

Pmn agree.

In general, for any function f on G and any g, xEG, define [7,(x)/](g)

=f(x~1g) and [7v(x)/](g) =f(gx). For any WED', hED, define L(x)Wh=W.
L(x~l)h and R(x)Wh= W. R(x^1)h. Then we easily verify

(4.4) PmnW  =    f     f  Xm(k)Xn(k')L(k)R(k')Wdkdk'
J kJ K
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(see (2.1) for the definitions of Xm, Xn)- For any/(g) we put /(g) =f(g~1). For

WED', W is defined by Wh = h-W for hED; and W is defined by Wh
= (Wh)*. For WEE',fEE (or WED', f ED) we define the convolutions

W*f and/* IF by

(W*f)(g) = W-L(g)J  and    (f*W)(g) = W-R^1)!-

We put D'mn = PmnD' and note that Dmn is naturally isomorphic to the

dual space of Dm„, because if W=PmnW then W-(I — Pmn)f = 0 for all/£D,

and thus the restriction of PmnW to Dmn determines PmnW uniquely. More-

over the topology of D'mn as the dual of Dm„ is the same as the topology which

D'mn inherits as a (closed linear) subspace of D', because the topology of Dm„

was defined in §2 to be that induced by D.

Lemma 4.1. For any WED' the series Ym.n PmnW converges to W in the

topology of D'. Moreover, these series converge uniformly for W in any bounded

set of D'.

Proof. Let (B be a bounded set in D. Then we have shown in Lemma 2.4

that YPmnf converges to f in D uniformly for/£(B. The result now follows

immediately from the definition of PmnW (4.3) and well-known properties of

convergence of series in topological vector spaces (see Bourbaki [2]).

The Fourier transform X having been defined for D (and Dmn) we can

therefore define it for D' (and D'mn). Let f(g)EDmn for fixed m, ra then X0f

is an entire function F(s). Hence if WED^n then the equation

(4.5) (XW)-F = W-f

defines a topological isomorphism of D'mn onto the dual space (XoDmn) of

XoDm„ because Xo was a topological isomorphism of Dmn onto XoDmn.

Now let W be an arbitrary element of D', then X(PmnW) is defined for

each m and ra, and is an element of the dual of XoDmn.

Definition 4.1. We call the matrix of distributions X(PmnW) the Fourier

transform XWof W. The m, ra coefficient of the matrix X(PmnW) is an element

of the dual space of XoDmn, i.e. a distribution on the topological vector space

(of entire functions of exponential type) XoDmn explicitly described in §3. If

%(s) = [Fmn(s)]EX0D we put

(4.6) (TW)-%(s) = Y (TPmnW)Fm„(s).
m,n

We have to prove that this definition is meaningful. Each term in the sum

on the right side has meaning because Fmn (s) E Xo (Dmn) and XPmn WE (T0Dmn) ■

Moreover

(XPmnW)-Fmn(s) = PmnW-Pmnf= W-Pmnf

because Fmn(s)=XoPmnf. Now by Lemma 2.4 Ym.n Pmnf converges in the
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topology of D uniformly for / in any bounded set of D, hence so does

W(Ym.n Pmnf) = Ym.n   WPmnf. This prOVeS

Lemma 4.2. The right side of (4.5) converges absolutely and uniformly in f

and W if f and W remain in bounded subsets of D and D' respectively.

We next observe

Lemma 4.3. Let WED' and gG270D. Then

(4.7) XW-% = W-f   where   % = 270/

Proof. If both W = PmnW and f = Pmnf then equations (4.6) and (4.4) are

the same. If W is an arbitrary element of D' and / an arbitrary element of

D, we know that

XW ■ g   =    Y   (TPmnW)-Fmn(s)
m.n

and Wf= Ym.n W-Pmnf, where both series converge absolutely and agree

termwise. This proves Lemma 4.2.

Now let w(g) EL2(G), then Xw was defined previously as a triple { Wmn(s),

wmnU), wmn(l) }■ By the Plancherel formula and convention (4.2) we have

Wf=fY Wmn(l/2 + it)Fmn(l/2 + it)8l

+   Y   Y   [wL(l)ftn(D   +   wln(l)Un(l)](2l -   1).
I      m,n

Thus by Lemma 4.3, XW is in this case determined by the triple of matrix

functions { Wmn(s), «"*„(/) } in the sense that the value of XW- g is the right

side of (4.7). But since / is now an element of D, /„„(/) are determined by

5(5) (and depend linearly and continuously on g). Hence the right side of

(4.7) determines a linear function on 27oD. Thus XW and 27w agree for

wEL2(G).
Now let A be again the two-sided invariant Laplacian on G. We know that

(4,9) Aumn(g, s) = 5(1 - s)umn(g, 5)

(see Bargmann [l, §6]). If WED' we define as usual AW-f = W-Af.

Lemma 4.4. Let $(s)EX0D. Then X0AX0~1^(s) =s(l-s)%(s). Let

WE(X0D)', then

27A27-1IF = 5(1 - 5) W.

Proof. For fED we have

37o/ = Fmn(s) = J  f(g)umn(g, s)dg
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and

j (Af)(g)umn(g, s)dg = j f(g)(Aumn)(g, s)dg

= 5(1 - S) J f(g)umn(g, S)dg = 5(1 - 5)Fmn(5)  = 5(1 - s)Xof.

This proves SoAJcT'S^^l —s)r5 and the corresponding equation for IF fol-

lows.

Let us denote by E the space of indefinitely differentiable functions on G

with the topology of Schwartz. Then E is a complete, reflexive, metrizable,

locally convex topological vector space; a sequence {/'}—>0 in E if and only

if the functions /' and all their derivatives —>0 uniformly on every compact

set of G. By E' we denote the dual of E with the topology of uniform con-

vergence on the bounded sets of E; it is known that E' consists of all dis-

tributions on G of compact support.

For any fEE, Pmnf is defined by (2.1); for any WEE', PmnW is defined

by (4.3). (Note that, since D is dense in E, any WEE' is uniquely determined

by its restriction to D.) It is clear that PnnWEE'. Moreover we have

Lemma 4.5. The series YiPmnf converges to f in E uniformly for f in any

bounded subset of E. Similarly, the series YPmnW converges to W in E' uni-

formly for W in any bounded subset of E'.

Proof. The proof of the first part of Lemma 4.5 is exactly the same as the

proof of Lemma 2.4. The second part then follows as in the proof of Lemma

4.1.

Corollary. For any W, XEE' we have Pmn(W*X) = Yi PmjW*PjnX

where the series converges in E'.

Proof. It follows immediately from the orthonormality of the characters

of K that, if j?*i, PmjW*Pi„X = 0. The result now follows immediately from

the continuity of convolution and known results on sums of vector-valued

maps (see Bourbaki [2]).

Denote by E'm„ the space of all WEE' which satisfy PmnW= W. E'mn is

given the topology induced by £'. Then by the results of Ehrenpreis [2] (see

also Schwartz [4]) we have

Proposition 4.1. E'mn consists of all WED'm„ such that the convolution

W*fEDmnfor allfEDnn. In regards to bounded sets and sequential convergence,

the topology of E'mn is the same as the compact-open topology of the space of linear

transformations f^>W*f of Dnn into Dmn.

For any WEE', we can find a finite number of polynomials dx, d2, ■ • • ,dr

in elements of the Lie algebra of G (considered as acting on functions on G by
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left differentiation) and a corresponding sequence of measures of compact sup-

port pi, p2, ■ • • , pr on G so that

(4.10) W-f= Y fdjfdpj.

We shall now proceed to characterize the Fourier transform on E'. As in

the case of the space D, we study first the Fourier transform on £'„,. The case

tm=m = 0 was treated by Ehrenpreis and Mautner [l].

Theorem 4.1. Let m and n be fixed integers. The following classes of func-

tions of the complex variable s are identical:

(a) All functions of s of the form Wumn(g, s) for WEEmn.

(b) All entire functions W(s) of exponential type which are slowly increasing

on the line Rs = 1/2 and which satisfy (2.14) and

(4.11) W(l - s) = Xmn(s)W(s).

The function H(l/2+it) is said to be slowly increasing if H(l/2+it)

= (p(l + \t\r) for some r. Note that any function W which satisfies (4.10) also

satisfies

W(s) = Ofor s = — \m\ , — \m\  — 1, • • • , — I » I + 1 if I »I  >   \ m\
(A 12) .II' ii ii

or for 5 = —  | m [ , — | m |   — 1, • • • , — \m\ +1 if | j» |   >  |»|.

Proof. Let A be again the left and right invariant Laplacian on G and

£i, £2 as in §2 above (see formulae (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18)). By forming poly-

nomials in A, £1, £2 we can obtain #2 where 1? is in the Lie algebra of K and

d?±0 (see for example Bargmann [l, (4.17), (4.18) on p. 596 and (6.22) on
p. 613]). But convergence of each even derivative d2n/82n implies convergence

of each derivative dn/ddn. Hence the topology of E is determined by t?2, £1, £2

since 1?, £1 and £2 generate the associative enveloping algebra of the Lie alge-

bra of G. Therefore the topology of E is also determined by A, £1 and f2 in

the sense that F is sufficient to verify convergence in E by applying every

(noncommutative) polynomial in A, £i and £2 to the elements of E.

Making use of (4.10), Theorem 1 of Part I, and the fact that |«y(g, s)\

iu0o(g, 0) for any i, j it follows that, for any WEEmn, the function W(s)

defined by 5—>W-umn(g, s) is an entire function of exponential type which is

slowly increasing on Rs = 1/2. The fact that (4.11) and (2.14) are satisfied for

W(s) follows from the fact that they are satisfied by umn(g, s) and hence for

all its derivatives with respect to g. This proves that the class (a) is contained

in the class (b).

We now define, for any W(s) of the class (b),

w+(l) = Umn(l)W(-l)    for   I = 1, 2, • • • , min (m, n),

w-(l) = u>mn(l)W(-l)    for   / = 1, 2, • • • , min (-m, -n).
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Then we claim that the triple {IF(5), w+(l), w~(l)} defines XW in the sense

that, for any fEDmn, if Xf = {F(s), f+(l),f~(l)} then

W-f=  f        W(s)F(s)8s

(4 14) R'"112
+ Y w+(l)f+(l)(2l - 1) + E vr(l)f~(l)(2l - 1).

i t

By (4.10), and the Fourier inversion formula for G, we may write

w-f=Yf (djf)(g)dnj(g)

= Y fdpj(g)dj f       F(s)(umn)*(g, s)8s
(4.15) **~ jR-m

+ Z f dpj(g)djYf+d)(v+)*(g, D(2l - 1)
i=iJ t

+ £,[ dpj(g)djYt(i)(*-)*(g, mi -1).
j-i j i

Since FEXoDmn, it is not difficult to show that dy can be applied under the

integral sign in the right side of (4.14). Since py are measures of compact

support on G, we may invert the order of integration in (4.15) to obtain

W-f =  f        F(s)8s fY dj(umn)*(g, s)dpj(g)
" Rt—1/2 "       j

+ Y f+(D(2l - 1) (Y dj(v+)*(g, l)dpj(g)
t J   j

+ Y t(D(2i - i) (Y di(v-)*(g, i)dpj(g)
i j j

=   f W(s)F(s)8s + Y w+(l)f+(l)(2l - 1) + Y w~(l)f-(l)(2l - 1).
J B.-1/2 J I

This proves (4.14).

Let us observe that, if IF is of the form (4.2) with wEDmn then for any

hEDnn we have

J (IF* h)(g)umn(g, s)dg = [Xo(w* h)](s) = [(Xow)(s)][(Xoh)(s)].

By continuity, and the fact that distributions of the form (4.2) are dense in

£', we deduce that, for any WEE',
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J (W* h)(g)umn(g, s)dg = [W(s)][(Xoh)(s)].

By similar reasoning on the discrete series we have

(4.16) X(W*h) = {W(s)H(s), w+(l)h+(l), w-(l)h~(l)}

where

27A = {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)}.

Then it follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that, for any hEDnn if

27 h = {H(s),h+(l),h-(l)}t

then

{TO77(5), w+(l)h+(l), w-(l)hr(l)} EXDmn.

Now, it follows easily from Theorem 2.2 that the map

{F(s),f+(l),f-(l)}

-+ f       F(s)W(s)8s + Yf+(l)w+(D(2l - 1) + Yf-(l>-(D(U ~ 1)

defines a continuous linear function X on 27Dmn. Thus, there is a WED'm„

withXW=X.
For any hEDnn, fEDmn, we have

W*h-f = W-f*h.

If we write 27/?= {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)} and Xf= {F(s), f+(l), f~(l)} then the
above yields

W-f*h = Xw-X(f*h)

= f W(s)F(s)H(s)8s + Y w+(l)f+(t)h+(l)(2l - I)

+ Y vr(Qf-(Qh-(t)(2l - 1).

This shows that

X(W*h) = {1^(5)77(5), w+(t)h+(l), w-(T)hr(l)}.

We have already remarked that {^(5)77(5), w+(l)h+(l), w~(l)h~(l)}

EXDmn. Thus, by Proposition 4.1, WEE'mn which concludes the proof of

Theorem 4.1.
Let us remark that, in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have

obtained

Proposition 4.2. For any WEE'mn the triple { W(s), w+(l), w~(l)} as de-
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fined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 represents W in the sense that (4.14) holds.

Corollary. Any WEE'mn is determined by Wmn(s) = Wumn(g, s).

We shall, in the future, write XW={W(s), w+(l), w~(l)}, and XoW

= W(s), with {W(s), w+(l), w~(l)} defined in terms of IF as in the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

The proof of the following proposition is contained in the proof of Theorem

4.1:

Proposition 4.3. For any WEE'Tn, hEDmn, if XoW = W(s) and XQh = H(s)

thenX0(W*h) = W(s)H(s).

Proposition 4.4. For any WEEr'm, XEE'mn if X0W= W(s), X0X = X(s)

thenX0(W*X) = W(s)X(s).

Proof. For any hEDnn, if Xoh = H(s) then, by Proposition 4.3, X0(X*h)

= X(s)H(s). Thus, again by Proposition 4.3, X0(W*X*h) = W(s)X(s)H(s).

The result now follows since X = limE' X*h for appropriate hEDnn-

For any WEE', let us denote by XW the triple of matrices

(4.17) XW =   {Wmn(s),  wtn(l),   W~n(l)}

where

XWij(W) = {WiAs), w+ij(D, w~a(l)}

for any i, j. We write

(4.18) XoW = {Wmn(s)}.

Proposition4.5. Let W,XEE', X0W= { Wmn(s)}, X0X= {Xmn(s)}. Then

(4.19) Xo(W*X) =  <Y Wmj(s)Xj„(s)\

where the series on the right side of (4.19) converges uniformly for s in any com-

pact set of the complex plane.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that, for fixed m, ra, the functions of

g. umn(g, s) form a bounded set in E whenever 5 stays in a fixed compact set

of the complex plane. Thus, the maps

Y -+Y-umn(g, s)

are equicontinuous linear functions on E' for s in any compact set. The result

now follows immediately from Proposition 4.4 and the corollary to Lemma

4.3.

Proposition 4.6. Let WEE'mn have the property that
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(4.20) W-f=0 whenever fED and f(kgtk') =0for k, k'EK, $^v.

Then the exponential type of XoW is i2v. Conversely, if XoW is of exponential

type i2v then W satisfies (4.20).

Proof. We know that W=limE^n W*h' where h' is a sequence in Dnn

with the supports of h'(gr) as small as we please, i.e. h'(gt) =0 for f >e. The

result now follows immediately from Propositions 2.2 and 4.3.

We can now describe explicitly the Fourier transform 37o of E':

Theorem 4.2. The following classes of matrices of entire functions of the

complex variable s are identical:

(a) All {Fnn(s)} = {270PmnJ^} as W varies over E'.

(b) All matrices {Fmn(s)} satisfying for each m, n the functional equation

(2.13) and conditions (2.14) and

(1) The Fmn(s) are of fixed exponential type independent of m and n.

(2) For any positive integer r we can find positive integers b and j such

that

(l       \       r(i+ M*)(l+ |«|01
Fmn(-+   it)=0\ -',11'(4.21) V2 ' L |1+|K|r|     ,   J

(I         \         r(i +    t »)(1 +    n 01
f-(t + ")"°L—i+i,|.    ]■

L I +  \n\r J
(4 22)

/„ffl . 0P'+ '■>"+1-Hi
L        1 + | m\r        J

where fmn(l) =^mn(l)Fmn( — l) for any integer T^l.

Remark. It is not difficult to see that the matrices of class (b) of Theorem

4.2 form an algebra under matrix multiplication. This algebra is isomorphic

to the algebra E' (under convolution) by Proposition 4.4.

Proof. It follows from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 that, given any left differential

operator d which is a polynomial in the elements of the Lie algebra of G, and

given any compact set C in G and given any positive integer r, we can find

positive integers b and j such that

/    l       \       r(i+ M6)U+ |»|01
s«..(g.1+„)-o[-'^'      j.

(4.23a)

OUmn [g, -+«)=0 [_-j-^-p-p-j ,
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+ .   ..      r(i+ *»)(!+ |*|oi
dvmn(g, I) = 0\-——j—;-   ,

L        1 +    ra r        J
(4.23b) '

+ ( n   „\-a + m+ Hoi
OVmn(g, I)  =  0\ -——j-j-

L       1 + \m\r       J

where the symbol 0 may be taken uniformly for gEC. We use the fact that

for any r2:0 we can find a constant c such that for all complex numbers z, z'

we have (1 + \z — z'\ r)_1^c(l + |z| r)(l + \z'\ r)_1- From Proposition 4.5 and

Equation 4.10 it follows thus that the class (a) is contained in the class (b).

To prove the converse, let { Fmn(s)} satisfy condition (b). Then, it follows

immediately from Theorem 3.2 that the map

{Amn(s), am„(l), amn(l)} —* Y   I Fmn(5)^4m„(5)S5
m,n   J

+    Y  fmn(l)atn(Q(2l -   1)  +    Y   fmn(l)OmnV)W ~  D
m,n,l m,n,l

defines a continuous linear function X on XD. Thus, owing to the fact that X

is a topological isomorphism, we can find a WED' such that XW=X.

Now, for any a, bED if Xa = {Amn(s), a+n(/), a~n(l)}, then

W*ab = Wa*b

= XW-X(a*b)

= XW- fYAmi(s)(Bni)*(s), Y «-i(0(*-/)*W, Y a~mj(l)(fni)*(l)
(4.25) '

=   E Fmn(s)Amj(s)Bnj(s)8s
i,m,n   J Re—1/2

+       Y    fmn(l)a+mn(l)(b+ni)*(l)(2l -   1)  +       Y     fmn(D 0~m AD ("n ,)* (I)
j,m,n,l j,m,n,l

where, because of our hypotheses and Theorem 3.1, it follows easily that we

have absolute convergence on the right side of (4.25).

It is an immediate consequence of our hypotheses and Theorem 3.1 that

the triple

(4.26) \YFmn(s)Bnj(s),    Y fmn(l)b+n ,(l),    Y fmn(l)fnj(l)\
\    n n n )

is an element of XD. By (4.25) this triple is nothing but X(W*b). The result

now follows immediately from the following proposition (see Ehrenpreis [2]),

the second part of which will be used later:

Proposition 4.7. Let WED'; then WEE' if and only if W*aED for
every aED.  Consider each  WEE' as defining the continuous linear map
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a-^W*a of D—>D, and give this set of maps the compact-open topology 3. (That

is, a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for 3 consists of those sets

NEE' for which we can find a set L in D and a neighborhood of zero M in D

so that N consists of those WEE' for which W*aEM whenever a EL.) Then

the topology of E' is the same as 3.

We have already shown (see Theorem 2.3) that for each m, n, the topology

of 270DOTn is, regarding sequences and bounded sets, that induced by the space

3) of L. Schwartz. Now, define 27<)7imn as the space of all XW tor WEE'nn;

we give 27oTimn the topology to make the Fourier transform a topological iso-

morphism. Denote by 8' the ordinary Fourier transform of the usual space

of distributions of compact support on the real line (after a change of

variable s-*l/2+is; see (0.2) and (0.3)).

Proposition 4.8. A set (S>EXoE'mn is bounded if and only if the following

conditions hold:

(a) All F(s)E<& are of exponential type ir, where r depends only on <B.

(b) There exist positive numbers M, a so that, for all F(s) G03,

I 7X1/2 + it) I
(4.27) sup ' |   |     '   i M.

1+ \t\a

Proof. Suppose first that (B satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Then, if C is

any bounded set in XoDnn it follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 that

{F(s)H(s) }j?(8)g(g,//,(8)£c is bounded in 270Dmn. From Propositions 4.1 and

4.3 we deduce that 03 is bounded in XoE'm„.

Conversely, suppose (B is bounded in 27o7imn and denote by (B* the set

{27o"1i7(5) }i?g(g, so that 03* is bounded in E'mn. It follows from well-known

results that all WE<&* have their supports in a fixed compact set of G. Thus,

by Proposition 4.6, all F(s)E® are of exponential type ir, where we may

choose r depending on 03 only.

It is also known that there exists a neighborhood of zero N in Emn so that,

for all WE<$>*, fEN, we have | W-f\ il. Now, it follows immediately from

Lemma 1.2 and the definition of the topology of Emn that we can find positive

numbers a, M so that, for t real, we have

-.(1.1/2+*)

MV+ |l|-)

The result is now immediate.

Proposition 4.9. The topology of XoE'mn is stronger than that induced by the

space 8' of Schwartz.

Proof. It has been shown recently by A. Grothendieck [l ] that the space

8' is bornologic; a similar proof shows that E'mn is bornologic. (A locally con-

vex topological vector space X is said to be bornologic if any set NEZ which
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has the property that, for any bounded set 63EZ we can find an a>0 so that

a($>EN, is a neighborhood of zero in Zi) Now, denote by 3 the topology in-

duced by s' on the set of functions of XoE'm„. Thus, the bounded sets of 3

are the same as those of XoE'mn by Proposition 4.8. Since, among all topologies

which can be defined on the set of functions of XoE'mn which have the same

bounded sets the bornologic space has the strongest topology, the result

follows.

Proposition 4.10. A sequence {F'(s)} EXoE'mn converges to zero in XoE'mn

if and only if
(a) There exists an r independent of j so that all F1' are of exponential type

(b) There exists an a>0 so that

I F'(l/2 + it) I
(4.29) sup    -—       .   . -> 0.

-»<«»       1 + | /1"

Proof. Suppose first that {F'} satisfies (a) and (b). Then for any bounded

set (BCSoDn„ it follows from Theorem 2.2 that F'(s)H(s)—*0 in XoDmn uniform-

ly for HE®. It results from Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 that F'—>0 in XoE'mn.

On the other hand, suppose (F,-(i)}—*0 in XoE'mn, and write, for each/,

Wi = Xo~1F'(s). Then it is known (see Schwartz [4, vol. I, p. 91] where the

analogous result for the real line is proved) that there exists a neighborhood

N of zero in Emn so that W'-f—>0 uniformly for/'£iV. By Theorem 1 we can

find positive numbers M, a so that (4.27) holds. Proposition 4.10 results im-

mediately.

Putting together Propositions 4.7, 4.8 and 4.10 with the explicit expression

of the topology of S' we have

Theorem 4.3. In regard to bounded sets and sequential convergence, the

topology of XoE'mn is that induced by &'.

Denote by XE' the space of all XW for WEE'; the topology of XE' is
defined to make X a topological isomorphism.

By reasoning similar to the proofs of Propositions 4.8 and 4.10 we have

Theorem 4.4. Let (S, be a set of triples {Fmn(s), f„\n(l), /+„(/)} in XE'. 63 is

bounded in XE' if and only if

(a) We can find a number e depending only on 63 so that all Fmn(s) are of

exponential type ^e.

(b) For any integer r we can find integers i and j so that (4.21a) and (4.21b)

hold where the symbols 0 in these formulae may be chosen independent of

{Fmn(s),f^(l),fmn(l)}E(&.

Let {{Fmtt(s), fm^(l), fmi(l)} } be a sequence of triples in XE'. Then this

sequence converges to zero in E' if and only if
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(a) We can find an e independent of j so that all P'mn(s) are of exponential

type ie.

(b) Given any positive integer r we can find positive integers i and q so

that

(1+  | n D | i4(l/2 + tl)|      n
SUP   •-;-;-;-j-r 0,

t,m% (1 +     {  <)(1 +   \m\")
(4.30a) '   ' A '     '

(1+ | m|) [74,(1/2+ *0 |      n
sup -j—j-j—i->0,
«,»;»    (i+ |*|4)(i+ UI8)

(1+    Ur)|/mn(/)| n
sup -i-1-> 0,
«.»:»(i+ /*)(i+ »»•)

(4.30b) '     '

(l+\m\r)\fmi(l)\      n
sup -i—i->0.
I,m» (1 +l')(l +  \n\")

We shall now use the above theory to deduce some important results

about the algebra E'.

Proposition 4.11. There exists no WEE', Wj*0 such that, for each m, n,

(4.31) W-umn(g, s) = 0 for a nondiscrete set of s.

Proof. For each tn, n, XoPmnW is an entire function of exponential type

by Theorem 4.1. Thus, if (4.30) were satisfied, we would have XoPmnW=0

for all m and n. By the corollary to Proposition 4.2 it would then follow that

PmnW=0. Since W= Y^mnW, by Lemma 4.5, we would have 1^=0.

Proposition 4.12. The closure in L2(G) of the linear combinations of the

matrix coefficients of the discrete series of irreducible unitary representations does

not contain any function on G of compact support.

Proof. Suppose/(g) is of compact support and /(g) =limLjl0)h(g) where

h(g) are linear combinations of the matrix coefficients of the discrete series.

(Bargmann [l] has shown that these matrix coefficients are in L2(G).) Then

for any real t, and any m, n

(4.32) j (h(g))*umn(g, 1/2 + it)dg = 0

because of the orthogonality relations for the unitary representations of G

(see Bargmann [l]). Thus, by the Plancherel formula on G, we have also
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(4.33) J (f(g))*umn(g, 1/2 + it)dg = 0

for all m, ra, /. We now apply to the distribution f(g) (see (4.2)) Proposition

4.11 and obtain the desired result.

From Proposition 4.11 we deduce by duality

Proposition 4.13. The linear combinations of the wm„(g, 1/2+it) for varying

m, w and t are dense in E. In particular, if v(g) is a coefficient of a matrix in

the discrete series then v(g) is the limit of linear combinations of the umn(g,

1/2+it).

Remark. Proposition 4.13 is remarkable because we know, by the orthog-

onality relations for unitary representations of G, that v(g) is "orthogonal"

to all umn(g, 1/2+it) in the sense of the Z2-theory for G.

An important principle of Harish-Chandra in his work on the theory of

representations of semi-simple Lie groups is that there are "sufficiently

many" finite dimensional representations to determine the algebraic relations

in the associative enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra. For our group G the

finite-dimensional representations may be described as follows: For each

positive integer I we have a representation ir(g, /) of degree 2/+1. The matrix

coefficients of 7r(g, /) may be written as (see for example Bargmann [l ])

(4.34) 1Tmn(g,  I)   ='3lmn(l)Umn(g,   -J)   for    | » |  ,    |»|   =   0, 1, 2,  •  •  •   , / —   1

where the 9lmn(0 are nonzero constants. We now have

Theorem 4.5. Let WEE' be "orthogonal" to the finite dimensional repre-

sentations of G, that is, W-irmn(g, I) =0 for all m, n, I. Then IF=0.

Proof. Let m and ra be fixed. Then by (4.34) we have Wumn(g, —l)=0

for /^max (\m\, |ra|). This means that

(4.35) (XoPmnW)(l) = 0 for / ^ max ( | m \ ,  \n\).

But, XoPmnW is an entire function of exponential type which is slowly in-

creasing on Rs = 1/2. It follows easily from (4.35) that XoPmnW = 0. (See, e.g.

Carleman's formula in Titchmarsh [l, p. 130 or p. 187, no. 7].) Thus, by the

corollary to Proposition 4.2, PmnW=0. Since this holds for all m, ra, we have

IF=0 (see Lemma 4.5).

We conclude this section with a description of the center of the algebra E':

Corollary. Let WEE'; then W lies in the center of E' if and only if

(a) For mj*n, PmnW=0.

(b) For any i,j, XoPuW =XoPaWis a polynomial in s(l —s).

Thus, the center of E' consists exactly of the polynomials in A. Hence the

center of E' is identical with the center of the associative enveloping algebra

of the Lie algebra of G.
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Proof. Suppose first that W satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Then for any

XEE', if X0X= {Xmn(s)}, then (writing W(s) =XoP«W) we have by Propo-

sition 4.5,

(4.36) Xo(W*X) = { W(s)Xmn(s)} = X0(X*W).

It follows immediately from the corollary to Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.5

that W*X = X*W.
Conversely, suppose that W lies in the center of E' and write XoW

= {Wmn(s)}. Let g*' be the element of 2707i' defined by

^i , ,        (F(s) if (*, j) = (m, n),
Fmn(s)   =    < .

( 0    otherwise,

where F(s) is a suitable nonzero function in XoE'm„.

By our assumption that W lies in the center of E' we must have

(4.37) {Wmn(s)}%i'   =   ̂ i'{Wmn(s)}.

Taking the r, q term of (4.37) we have

(4.38) Wri(s)F(s)5q' = 8rF(s)Wiq(s).

Ii we take q=j, r^i in (4.38) then we find

(4.39) Wri(s)F(s) = 0.

Thus,

(4.40) Wri(s) = 0 forr ^ i.

Taking q=j, r=i in (4.38) we find

(4.41) Wa(s) = Wjj(s).

From (4.40) and (4.41) everything follows except the fact that Pu(s) is a

polynomial.

Now, let us note that

(1 it I i  \m\,
Umm(l)   =    S I

lO if I >  | tn I.

It follows immediately from (4.21b) that we must have

Wn(-l) = 0(1 + | l\°) for some a.

Since PP/i(5) = W(s) for any m, I, this means that W0o(s) is slowly increasing

on the line Rs = 1/2 and on the negative integers. By the functional equation

W0o(s) = Woo(l—s), Woo is also slowly increasing on the positive integers.

Since Woo is an entire function of exponential type, this implies that Woo is a

polynomial in s.
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Since W0o(s) = W00(l — s), we may write Woo(s) = Q[(s)(l —s)] where Q is

a polynomial. It is then clear that W=Q(A).

Remark. This corollary can be verified directly by noting that the class

of conjugate elements of any gEG, g^l, is noncompact, and the fact that

any IF in the center of E' must be invariant under inner automorphism. Thus

the support of IF must be at 1 EG, i.e. W is in the associative enveloping

algebra of the Lie algebra of G. Hence IF is in the center of the associative

enveloping algebra which is known to consist of the polynomials in A only.

The noncompactness of the classes of conjugate elements 7^(1) of G also

implies that the center of D consists of 0 only.

It is clear that pf'-f—>Fmm(a) is for each fixed m and a continuous linear

mapping of D to the complex numbers, i.e. an element of D'. Moreover their

sum Yf^a" converges in the topology of D' as follows from the corollary to

Theorem 3.3; that is, the series Ym umm(g, a) converges for each fixed a in

the topology of D'. In this sense the "group-characters" exist. (The existence

of group-characters as distributions on semi-simple Lie groups is of course

due to Harish-Chandra.) We thus obtain an element of D' which we denote

by Xa-

(4-42) Xa(f)   =      Y   Pmm(a).
m—oo

It is readily verified that Xa is invariant under inner automorphism of G and

is independent of the particular complete orthonormal system of T,2((0, 1),

dB).

Lemma 4.6. £oXa = ^a in the sense that XoXaX(s)= trace of X(a) for any

X(s)EXoD.

Proof. It follows at once that Xop7X(s) =Xnm(a) hence Ym uTKX(s)

= Ym Xmm(a) for any X(s)ET0D.

Note that the restriction of x« to PmnD equals 5m„/4m>, i.e. PmnX> = bmnpT^

Thus

PmmX*-f =   X.(Pmmf)   =    \    (Pmmf)(g)umm(g,  s)dg
J a

(4.43)

=    I     f(g)Umm(g, S)dg.
J a

In particular

(4-44) F„„Xs/=  f f(g)<b(g, s)dg
J a

establishes a one-one correspondence between the characters x« and the ele-

mentary spherical functions <p(g, s), as is easily verified.
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5. Mean periodic functions of fixed type m, n. In this section we shall

carry over the theory of mean periodic functions of L. Schwartz [3] to spheri-

cal functions of fixed type m, n on G. We shall obtain the fundamental theo-

rem for mean periodic functions and also an analog of the formal expansion of

mean periodic functions.

Let/GTi. Then it would seem natural to say that/is (left) mean periodic

if there exists an aEE', a^O, such that a*/=0. However, then every

fEEmn would be left mean periodic because any aEE'JV for p^m satisfies

a*f=0.
A second possibility for defining mean periodicity is the following: a func-

tion fEE is left mean periodic if the set {a *f}a^E> is not dense in E; f is

right mean periodic if the set {/*b, bEE'} is not dense in E. A function is

mean periodic if it is both left and right mean periodic. This definition turns

out to be suitable in the general case. However, for f(g)EEmn we shall use a

different definition for convenience. We shall show (Proposition 5.2 below)

that both definitions are equivalent.

Definition 5.1. A function f(g)EEmn is called right mean periodic if

there exists an integer j and a WEEjm, W^O, such that W*f = 0. Left mean

periodicity is defined similarly, and /(g) is said to be mean periodic if it is

both left and right mean periodic.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose f(g) EEmn is right mean periodic. Then for any i

there is an hEDim, h^O, such that h*f = 0. A similar property holds for left

mean periodicity.

Proof. We know that for some j we can find a WEEjm, Wj^O such that

W*f=0. Let tEDij, t^O. By Theorem 4.1, Proposition 4.3, and Theorem

2.1, we have t * WEDim, t * W^O. Thus,

0 = l*(W*f) = (l*W)*f

which is the desired result. The part of Proposition 5.1 dealing with left

mean periodicity is proved similarly.

Proposition 5.2. Let f(g)EEmn. A necessary and sufficient condition that

f(g) be left mean periodic is that the set

(5.1) Slj{Pjma*f;aEE'}

be not dense in Eimfor somej. A similar properly holds for right mean periodicity.

Proof. Assume first that Qr is not dense in Em. By the Hahn-Banach

theorem, we can find a WEE^, W^O, such that W- (a *f) =0 ior all aEErn.

Now, we have

(5.2) W-a*f= (a)*-W*f= (a)*-f*(W)*

(where (a)*(g) =d(g~1) is identified with a distribution by means of equation
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(4.2)). Thus, by the generalized Hahn-Banach theorem, f*(W)* = 0. But,

clearly, (W)*EEnT, so that/ is left mean periodic.

Conversely, suppose /(g) is left mean periodic, so for some r there exists

a WEE'n, W^O, such that/* (W)* = 0. Then for any aEErm,

W-a*f = (a)*-f*(W)* = 0

by (5.2). Thus, £2r cannot be dense in Erm-

In establishing the analog of the fundamental theorem of mean periodic

functions of L. Schwartz [3 ], we shall show that every mean periodic function

possesses a "spectrum." Moreover, if/ is left (right) mean periodic, then it

possesses a left (right) spectrum. We shall show, in fact, that both left and

right mean periodicity are the same and that the left and right spectra are

the same.

Let V be a closed linear subset of Emn, V^Emn, which is closed with re-

spect to left convolution by functions of Dmm. Then we call *U a (left) variety.

Since V^Emn, there is a WEE'mn such that Wf=0 for all fEV. Hence also

Wa*f=0 for all/G*U, aEE'mm. Now, by (5.2),

W-a*f = (a)*-f*(W)* = 0

for all aEE'mm- By the generalized Hahn-Banach theorem, we must have

f*(W)* = 0. Thus, for any XEE'mn, fEV, we have /* ((W)**X) =0. By

Theorem 4.1, (W)* *X-£0. Thus, we conclude the existence of some YEE'nn,

F^O with/* F=0 for all fEV.
By V' we denote the set of all YEKn which satisfy /* F=0 for all fEV.

It is clear that V' is a closed ideal in Enn. (Since En„ is a commutative algebra,

we need not distinguish between left and right.) We call 13' the annihilator

ideal of V.

Conversely, given any ideal $ in E'nn, and any m, denote by S'm the set of

all/£.Emn which satisfy/* W=0 for all WE&. It follows easily that d'n is a
variety, which we call the (m)-annihilator variety of S.

Proposition 5.3. For any variety V in Emn, call V" the (m)-annihilator

variety ofV'. Then V" = "U. For any closed ideal S in E„n, dm =d.

Proof, (a) It is clear that V"DV;assumefEV"JEV. By the generalized

Hahn-Banach theorem we can find a WEE'mn such that

(5.3) W-f=l,        W-h = 0 for all hEV.

Since V is a variety, Pmm5„ * hEV for all gEG. But, for any gEG,

(5.4) W-Pmm89*h= W-Pmn(8g*h) = IF-(5„*A) = (h* (W))*(g~l) = 0

by (5.2) and (5.3).

Hence, for any XEE'm„, (W)**XE°W. By our assumptions on /, we

must have/* (IF)** X = 0. Thus, for any FG^mn, we have
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0 = (f*(W)**X*(Y)*)(l)
(5.5)

= (X*(Y)*)-(f.(W)*).

It follows easily from Theorem 4.2 that every ZEE'mm is of the form X * (Y) *

for X, YEE'mn. Thus, by (5.5) and the generalized Hahn-Banach theorem,

f * (W)* = 0. In particular,

(5.6) 0 = (f*W)(l) = W-f.

This contradicts (5.4) and so concludes the proof of the first part of Proposi-

tion 5.3.

(b) The proof of the second part is similar.

Proposition 5.3 shows us that any problem about varieties can be trans-

lated into an equivalent problem on its annihilator ideal. By Theorem 4.1,

this problem is translated into a problem about the ring XoE'nn of entire func-

tions of exponential type which are slowly increasing on Rs = 1/2 and are

invariant under the transformation s—»1 — 5 (see Theorem 4.1).

For future reference we shall need the following result, the proof of which

follows without difficultv from the results of J. Dieudonne and L. Schwartz

[1]:

Proposition 5.4. Let Kbe a complete, metrizable, locally convex topological

vector space, and denote by X' the dual of X with the topology of uniform con-

vergence on the bounded sets of X. TTzeM every sequentially closed linear subset of

77' is closed.

For any so, m, n, we may identify umn(g, s0) with a distribution on G by

means of 4.2. Thus, by the method of §4, 27o«mn(g, 50) is defined. Since Xo is

one-one on D, we can consider Xoumn(g, so) as a continuous linear function on

270D.

Proposition 5.5. For any fED, where Xof= (Fm„(s)),

(5 . 7) [27o«mn(g,  So) ] • [Xof]   = F_M._„(3<,).

Proof. By definition,

[270Mmn(g, So) ] ■ [Xof]   =   Umn(g, So)   / = J    f(g)iimn(g, S0)dg   = F-m,-n(S0)

because (as follows easily from the definitions) umn(g, s0) =u^m-n(g, s0).

We shall write 270wm„(g, 50) = Sf0m,_n so 8^m~" is, when restricted to 270Dmn

(or 27o7i'mn), the unit mass at the "point" (s0, —m, —n). We shall write, for

any 7^0,

(l). __-l / i'       -m,-n\

(5.8) Umn(g, So) = 27     \JJ8h        )•
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Clearly, w„„(g, s0) =umn(g, si), and it is not difficult to show that, in general,

uZ(g, si) = (d>'/ds>)umn(g, so).

Proposition 5.6. Let d be a closed left ideal in E'mm, and set g = $C\Dmm so

$ is an ideal in Dmm. Then $ determines S and 6 is the closure of g in E'mm.

Proof. Denote by ~g the closure of g in £'mm- Now, for any WES, IF

= limB^m fj* IF where f/y} is a sequence in Dmm. But, since S is a closed left

ideal,/,* WE$; on the other hand, we clearly have/y* WEDmm. This proves

that $E&', the reverse inclusion is obvious.

Proposition 5.7. Let V be a left variety in £mn. Then u'Jin(g, s0)EV if and

only if XoV has a zero of order j+1 at 50. If u„n(g, si) EV then also um\(g, si)

EV whenever O^i^j.

Proof. Suppose first that «™(g, s0)EV. Then for any/G-U'f\D,

0   =    [uL(g,  50)*/* W](l)   =   dmn(g,  So)' [/* IF]

(5.9) d>   . . d>"
= — [£<>(/• IF) ](5„)     = — [(XofKXoW) ](so).

ds' ds'

From (5.10) and Theorem 4.1 we deduce easily that [di(Xof)/dsi](s0) =0

for O^i^j. By Proposition 5.6, [di(X0X)/dsi](so)=0 for any XEV,

O^i^j.

Conversely, suppose that 50 is a/+1-fold zero of XoV. Then for O^i^j,

and any fEVT\D, xEG,

[Umn(g, So) *f](x)   =   Mmn(g, 50)   T(x) [/* IF]

= —-   [SoFmnT(x)(/*IF)](50)
ds'

di   r
= — J    Umn(g, s)f(g-1x)dg\,^H

(5.10) =-^ $ Umn(xy-\ s)f(y)dy\s=H

= —J   Y umi(x, s)um(y~l, s)f(y)dy |,_,0

= 77 Y J  Umi(x, s)um(y-\ s)f(y)dy |,_,0

di   r ii
= TT [umn(x, s)F(s)] _„

05*
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where F(s) = (Xaf)(s) and where the order of integration and summation may

be inverted by Theorem 3.1.

We conclude that

Umn(g, So) *f — 0 tor 0 i i i j

which, together with Proposition 5.7, implies umn(g, s0)EV ior OiUj. The

last statement of Proposition 5.6 is immediate.

Corollary. If i <j, u„n(g, so) is the limit of left (or right) convolutions of

«ml(g,  So).

Let "0 be a left variety in £m„. By the (left) spectrum of 13 (or the co-

spectrum of 13') we mean the set of pairs (so, j) where Umn(g, s0)E°0 ior

Oiiij — l. By Proposition 5.7 this is the same as the set of pairs (so,j) where

so is a ./-fold zero of 27o*U'.

Let d be a closed ideal in E'mm, and set # = 27o#, so g is a closed ideal in

27o7imm; the latter is the ring of all entire functions of exponential type which

satisfy 7"(5) = F(l —5) and are slowly increasing on the line Rs = 1/2. We shall

show that $ has a zero and is, in fact, determined by the cospectrum of d

(which we shall also call the cospectrum of $).

Lemma 5.1. $ is a closed subset of &'. Denote by $ the ideal generated by $ in

&'; then~gr\E'mm=g-

Proof. We know that d is sequentially closed in E'mm. Hence by Theorem

4.3, g is sequentially closed in E'. By Proposition 5.4, ,0 is closed in E'.

Now, g is, by Proposition 5.4, the sequential closure of the algebraic ideal

generated by $ in &'. Thus, if HEg'-^E'mm, we can find sequences {Fi} EE',

{77;} C7 such that Fj77j—*77 in the topology of ~&'. We write

Fi(s) = (Fi(s) + F,(l - s))/2,

so also FiHi^H in 8'. But, PiEE'mm- Thus, by Theorem 4.3, 7^77;—»77 in the

topology of 27o7i'. This means that HES, i.e. gr\E'mmE&. The result is now

immediate.

Theorem 5.1. Every closed left-module QEXoE'mn over XoE'mm is determined

by its cospectrum. That is, if F(s)EXoE'mn vanishes on the zeros of $ with cor-

rect multiplicities, then F(s)E3- A similar result holds for Dmn in place of E'mn.

Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 and the cor-

responding result for the space 8' of Schwartz on the real line and Propositions

5.7 and 5.6.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 we have

Corollary. For fixed m,n, the maximal closed left-modules of Dmn over Dmm

are given as follows:

If m=n then each maximal closed ideal of the algebra Dmm is determined by a
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complex number sa and is the set gH all f(g) EDmmfor which (Xof(so) =0.

If m^An then any complex number so determines a maximal closed left-

module g,0 consisting again of all fEDmn for which (Xof)(so) =0, unless

(XoDmn) (si) = (0). For the remaining values of So we obtain a maximal module

g,0 consisting of all fEDmn for which d(Xof)(so)/ds = 0. These are the only

maximal modules. Moreover ga = /,' if and only if s=s' or 5 = 1—5'. The same

result holds for E'mn in place of Dmn.

From Theorem 5.1, Propositions 5.3 and 5.7 we deduce

Theorem 5.2. Let V be a left-variety in Emn, V^(0). Then V contains a

function umn(g, si) for some So- Moreover V is completely determined by the

functions Umn(g, s) =d'umn(g, si)/ds' which it contains. Moreover no u(mn(g, si)

EV is the limit of linear combinations of ra™„(g, sr)EV for sr Asi and any i, or

for s, = si and i<j. Finally, V is the closed linear subspace generated in Emn by

those functions Um\(g, si) of g which are contained in V.

Corollary 1. Every left variety in Emn is also a right variety. The left

spectrum and right spectrum of any variety V are identical.

Corollary 2. Every left (right) mean periodic function of type m, ra is

mean periodic.

Let/(g) &Emm,f^0, be mean periodic; denote by V the variety generated

by f(g) in Emm, and write S = XoV (TJ' = left annihilator ideal of 13). Let us

consider Emm as a subspace of D'mm, using the convention (4.2). We have de-

fined the Fourier transform Xo on D' in §4; thus Xof(g) is defined for/££„,„,.

Since Xo is one-one, we may consider Xof as a linear function on XaDmm, and.

in fact, as a linear function on XoE'mm. Now, define, for any TT(5) £S',

(5.11) Xof-H(s) = Xf- [(H(s) + H(l - s))/2].

Thus, by Theorem 4.3, Xf is bounded on the bounded sets of g'. We have

already remarked that's' is bornologic, so Xf defines an element of IT, the dual

of g'; we denote this element by X. It is clear that X vanishes on $, the closed

ideal generated by d in E'. Moreover, if g denotes the largest closed ideal on

which X vanishes (this clearly exists) then we must have gC\XoE'mm = S, be-

cause gr\XoE'mm is an ideal in XoE'mm (by Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 4.3)

on which Xf vanishes. Since every ideal in S' is determined by its cospectrum

(see Schwartz [3]) it follows that g = ~d.

Thus, according to the result of Schwartz [3] we can find numbers dpq,

g = 0, 1, • • • , r, for each point sp on which $ vanishes to order r + 1, where

Y dpq8P
P.V

converges to X in 8 by means of grouping of terms and Abel convergence
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factors, and where 8P-H(s) = (d"H/ds'1)(sp). Now, 8 and 2707imm have the

topologies defined by uniform convergence on bounded sets of 8' and XoE'mm

respectively. Thus, by Theorem 4.3, the topology induced by IT on XEmm is

stronger than (it is easily seen to be the same as) the topology of XoEmm. We

conclude that

Y ipi8p   converges to 27o/ in XoEmm

P,Q

by means of grouping of terms and Abel convergence.

A similar argument works for Emn, except that we must consider Emn as a

module over Emm. The right side of (5.11) must be replaced by

Tf-[r,mn(s)(H(s) + H(l -s))/2]

where r}mn(s) is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Applying the inverse Fourier transform 276-1 we then deduce:

Theorem 5.3. Let f(g)EEmn be mean periodic. Then we can find:

(1) a sequence of pairs (sp, q) where sp are complex numbers, and, for each

p, q runs over a finite set of non-negative integers;

(2) a sequence of complex numbers dpqfor any (sP, q) of (1) such that

(5.12) Y ipiumn(g, sp) converges to f(g) in Enn

P.Q

by means of grouping of terms and Abel convergence factors.

The functions u„fn(g, sp) of g which occur in (5.13) are contained in the

variety generated by f(g) in Emn.

We say that the series Yipqumn(g, sP) converges to f(g) in Em„ by means

of groupings of terms and Abel convergence factors (see Schwartz [2; 3])

if we can find a partition of the set of all pairs of positive integers into disjoint

subsets #y such that for each y > 0 the series

Y       Y   ipqUmn(g, sP) exp ( - \r lsp - —J y J J

converges in the topology of Emn to a function fv(g) for which lim„_o/i/=/ in

the topology of Emn.

6. Two-sided mean periodic functions in E. In the previous section we

studied mean periodic spherical functions of fixed type tn, n. We shall now

consider another notion of mean periodicity which is not restricted to spheri-

cal functions.

Definition 6.1. Let/(g) EE. We denote by Mf the closure in E of the set

D*f*D. The function/(g) will be called two-sided mean periodic if M/^E.
Definition 6.2. Let M be a closed .two-sided submodule of E over D.

By M1 we denote the set of all wEE' such that w*M = M*w = (0). Let J
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be a closed two-sided ideal of E'. By J1 we denote the set of all hEE such that

h*J=J*h = (0).

Lemma 6.1. Let V be a closed linear subspace of E. Then LgVCVfor all

gEG is equivalent to D * FC V and is also equivalent to E' * FC V. Similarly

for right translation R„ and convolution on the right.

Lemma 6.1 follows in the usual manner from the standard properties of

convolution.

Lemma 6.2. M1 is a closed two-sided ideal of E' and J1 is a closed two-sided

module in E over D. Moreover (M1)1 = M and (J1)1 = J.

Proof. From the continuity of convolution and the closure of M it follows

that M1 is a closed two-sided ideal of E'. It is clear that (Ml)l^_M. Now as-

sume there exists an element h of (M1)1, but hEM. Then by the generalized

Hahn-Banach theorem there exists an element w of E' such that w(h) 9^0,

but w(M) = (0). It follows from Lemma 6.1 that w * M = (0) = M * w, thus

wEM1. Also w(h)j^0 implies w*h^0. But hE(M1)1 and wEM1 imply

h*w = 0. This contradiction proves (M1)1 = M.

The assertions about J follow in the same way.

Lemma 6.3. Let J^(0) be a closed two-sided ideal in E'. Then P„nJ^(0)

for any integers m, n.

Proof. Assume there exist integers 7M, m such that Jmn = PmnJ = (0). Let

p, q he arbitrary integers. Then E'mp* Jpq*E'(incZJmn.

By §§4 and 5, aEE'mp and wEEpl imply a*w^0 provided a^O and

wj^O. This is seen by taking the Fourier transform of a, w and a * w: one ob-

tains the product of two entire functions which is not identically zero unless

one factor is. Choose aEE'mp, bEE'm so that a9^0 and br^O. Since 7^(0)

there exists a pair p, q such that PPQJ=Jpq9^(0). So let wEJPQ, w^O. Then

by the above a*w*b^0 and a*w*bEJmn- This proves that 7"mn^(0).

Lemma 6.4. Let M be a closed two-sided module in E over D. If M^E then

PmnM^Emnfor any m, n.

Proof. By Lemma 6.2, M^E is equivalent to Ml?£(0). So there is an

element wEM1 and w^O. This means M*w= (0) =w* M. Moreover

Pmn(Ml)CM1. By Lemma 6.3, Pmn(M1)^(0) ior any m, n. Thus for any

integers p, m, n and v there exist elements wumEE' and wn,EE'm such that

Wpm^O, wnt7*0 but wum*h = 0 and h*wn, = 0 for hEM. Writing again

Pmnh = hm„ we obtain wam*hmn = 0 and hmn*wn, = 0 for all hmnEPmnM. This

proves that PmnM^Emn for any m, n.

Theorem 6.1. Let M be any closed proper two-sided module in E over D.

Then M is the smallest closed linear subspace in E which contains all
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—: umn(g, s) E AT.
ds'

Proof. For fixed m, ra we know by Theorem 5.2 that Mmn = PmnM is the

smallest closed linear subspace in Emn which contains all Umn(g, s) EEmn, since

Mmn is a left-module over Dmm whenever AT is a D-module. Now we use

Lemma 4.5 and see that M is the smallest closed linear subspace of E con-

taining all PmnM.

Lemma 6.5. Let fEE be two-sided mean periodic in the sense of Definition

6.1. Then Pmnfisfor each m, ra mean periodic in the sense of §5.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.4.

We can combine Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 5.3 to obtain an expansion

theorem for two-sided mean periodic functions in E. Indeed let fEE be two-

sided mean periodic in the sense of Definition 6.1. Then by Lemma 6.5

fmn = Pnnf is a mean periodic spherical function of type m, ra in the sense of

Definition 5.1, to which we can apply the expansion of Theorem 5.3. Now

apply Lemma 4.5. This proves

Theorem 6.2. Letf(g) EE be two-sided mean periodic in the sense of Defini-

tion 6.1 above. Then

1(g)   =   Z) S   Z) dpqUmn(g,  Sp) V
mn    V p, q j

where Yiv.q ** *w the sense of the summability by grouping of terms and Abel

convergence factors as explained at the end of §5 and Ym.n converges in the

topology of E.
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